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ABSTRACT
The objective of this thesis is to analyze wavelet based alternatives for orthogonal frequency
division multiplexing (OFDM) and find whether a better system performance is achieved
when compared to the discrete Fourier transform (DFT)-based OFDM. We analyze DFT,
discrete wavelet transform (DWT), and dual tree complex wavelet transform (DT-CWT)
based systems in an additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) channel. The analysis is verified
by Monte Carlo simulation. The results in the thesis indicate that the bit error probability
(BEP) performance is the same for all types of systems. This confirms some results presented
in the literature but differs from others. Some report better BEP performance for the DWT
based system than for the DFT based system, and some report worse. In addition, the
literature reports better BEP performance for DT-CWT-based system than both DFT-
based and DWT-based systems. We compare the peak to average power ratio (PAPR) for
the alternatives. The results show improvement in PAPR for the wavelet based system.
That is, the DT-CWT performs the best, then the DWT, and the worst is for the DFT
based system.
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OFDM orthogonal frequency division multiplexing
DFT discrete Fourier transform
IDFT inverse discrete Fourier transform
FFT fast Fourier transform
IFFT inverse fast Fourier transform
DWT discrete wavelet transform
IDWT inverse discrete wavelet transform
QMF quadrature mirror filters
DT-CWT dual tree complex wavelet transform
iv
IDT-CWT inverse dual tree complex wavelet transform
HT Hilbert transform
FIR finite impulse response
AWGN additive white Gaussian noise
ESD energy spectral density
PAPR peak to average power ratio
CCDF complementary cumulative distribution function
D Daubechies
QAM quadrature amplitude modulation
CW complex wavelet
CWP complex wavelet packet
SNR signal to noise ratio
SEP symbol error probability
BEP bit error probability
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1. INTRODUCTION
The objective of this thesis is to analyze wavelet based alternatives for orthogonal frequency
division multiplexing (OFDM), and find whether a better system performance is achieved
when compared to the discrete Fourier transform (DFT)-based OFDM.
1.1 Motivation and Goals
Since the DFT-based OFDM system suffers from high peak to average power ratio (PAPR),
two other OFDM alternatives, discrete wavelet transform (DWT)-based, and dual tree com-
plex wavelet transform (DT-CWT)-based, are analyzed to find whether a better system
performance is achieved. That is, we show the PAPR, bit error probability (BEP), im-
pulse response, frequency response, and energy spectral density (ESD) performance for all
alternatives.
1.2 Contributions
We analyze DFT, DWT, DT-CWT based systems in an additive white Gaussian noise
(AWGN) channel. The results are verified by Monte Carlo simulation. The results of the
analysis in this thesis indicate that the BEP performance is the same for all types of systems.
This confirms some results presented in the literature but differs from others. Some report
better BEP performance for DWT-based system than for the DFT-based system, and some
1
report worse. In addition, the literature reports better BEP performance for DT-CWT-
based system than both DFT-based and DWT-based systems. We compare the PAPR for
the alternatives. The results show improvement in PAPR for the wavelet based. That is,
the DT-CWT performs the best, then the DWT, and the worst is for the DFT based. We
study the systems’ response.
1.3 State of the Art
The DFT-based OFDM system is described in the literature as a multi-carrier modula-
tion (MCM) scheme. Typically, such a scheme partitions the transmitted datastream into
multiple substreams to be sent over multiple subchannels, where these subchannels are or-
thogonal. Accordingly, the substream data rate is much less than the total rate. Thus the
substream bandwidth is much less than the total bandwidth, in order to ensure each sub-
channel bandwidth being less than the coherence bandwidth of the channel. As a result, the
subchannels withstand frequency-selective fading [1].
The literature shows same BEP performance in an AWGN channel for DFT-based OFDM
system and in a single channel [1]. The PAPR is proportional to the number of subchannels
in the OFDM system for the case of DFT-based system [1].
In [2, 3], the DWT-based OFDM system is described. It is shown numerically that
the BEP of both DFT-based and DWT-based OFDM systems perform the same in an
AWGN channel. In [4], it is shown that the BEP for DWT-based OFDM system has same
performance as the DFT-based OFDM in an AWGN channel. In [5] and [6], the authors
report better BEP performance in DWT-based OFDM system than in DFT-based OFDM
system. On the other hand, in [7] the authors report worse BEP performance in DWT-based
OFDM system than in DFT-based OFDM system, with more than 1 dB difference at 12 dB
signal to noise ratio (SNR) per bit.
2
In [7], the authors propose DT-CWT-based OFDM system, and show better BEP perfor-
mance than DFT-based and DWT-based systems. The results show more than 3 dB improve-
ment compared to DFT-based and more than 4 dB improvement compared to DWT-based,
both at 12 dB SNR per bit.
The authors in [4] present a procedure to reduce the PAPR in DWT-based system by
searching better wavelet packet tree structure, they did not compare it to the DFT-based
OFDM. In [7], the results show almost same PAPR performance for both DFT-based and
DWT-based systems. In the same reference, results show 3dB improvement in PAPR for DT-
CWT-based system over DFT-based and DWT-based systems at 0.1% of the complementary
cumulative distribution function (CCDF).
In the literature there are other wavelet based systems. In [8], a vertical Bell Laboratories
layered space time (V-BLAST)-based OFDM system is proposed. In [9], a complex wavelet
(CW)-based OFDM system is proposed. In [10], a complex wavelet packet (CWP)-based
OFDM system is described.
1.4 Outline of the Thesis
The thesis is organized as follows. The next chapter presents three different unitary linear
transformations to multiplex the symbol stream to form an OFDM system. These transfor-
mations are DFT, DWT, and DT-CWT. Furthermore, a system and signal model description
for these systems is presented. Chapter 3 is a comparison of the OFDM alternatives. We
verify the BEP performance for the alternatives in the 802.11a standard by Monte Carlo
simulation. We show the systems’ impulse response, frequency response, ESD, and PAPR.
Chapter 4 concludes the thesis.
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2. OFDM ALTERNATIVES
This chapter describes three OFDM systems proposed in the literature –DFT, DWT, and
DT-CWT– in one section each. In each system, a unitary linear transformation is applied to
the input data and the difference among the methods is the difference in the transformation.
2.1 DFT-based OFDM
The DFT-based OFDM system is described in the literature as a MCM scheme. Typically,
such a scheme partitions the transmitted datastream into multiple substreams to be sent over
multiple subchannels, where these subchannels are orthogonal. Accordingly, the substream
data rate is much less than the total rate. Thus the substream bandwidth is much less
than the total bandwidth, in order to ensure each subchannel bandwidth being less than
the coherence bandwidth of the channel. As a result, the subchannels withstand frequency-
selective fading [1].
The DFT can efficiently be calculated using fast Fourier transform (FFT). The radix-2
algorithm, for instance, breaks the whole DFT calculation into 2-point DFTs. The compu-
tational efficiency is (N/2) log2(N) complex multiplications for an N -point FFT and is N
2
for the DFT[11].
In this section, the first subsection presents the DFT. The second subsection presents
the system model for the DFT-based OFDM system.
4
2.1.1 Discrete Fourier Transform
The N -point DFT of a discrete time sequence x[n], n = 0, 1, . . . , N − 1, is defined as




x[n]e−j2pini/N , i = 0, 1, . . . , N − 1, (2.1.1)
where the sequence x[n] can be reconstructed from its DFT by the IDFT




X[i]ej2pini/N , n = 0, 1, . . . , N − 1. (2.1.2)
The operation of the DFT in matrix representation is
X = Qx, (2.1.3)
where X = [X0, . . . , XN−1]T , x = [x0, . . . , xN−1]T , the T denotes transpose, Q is a matrix of
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Since Q is a unitary matrix, Q−1 = QH , the IDFT can be represented as
x = Q−1X = QHX, (2.1.5)
where the H denotes Hermitian transpose.
2.1.2 DFT-based OFDM System Model
The OFDM system was implemented in 1970 as a form of MCM. This took place when the
FFT, a simple and less expensive implementation of the DFT, was proposed [13].
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The DFT-based OFDM system is illustrated in Figure 2.1. Let X be a vector represen-
tation for a stream of N modulated symbols to be transmitted over each of the subchannels,
X = [X0, X1, . . . , XN−1]T . A serial to parallel conversion is performed to the stream to give
the N frequency components of the OFDM symbol. Subsequently, an inverse discrete Fourier
transform (IDFT) changes the frequency components into time samples,
x = Q−1X, (2.1.6)
where vector x represents the stream of symbols that forms one OFDM symbol.






Figure 2.1. FFT-based OFDM system model.
The cyclic prefix is an overhead data stream being added to the data block to eliminate
the inter-symbol interference (ISI), which is equivalent to a guard band of a duration of the
channel delay spread. Since we are assuming no ISI in our study, we will assume no cyclic
prefix is leading the OFDM symbol. Then, the received signal is
r = hx+ v, (2.1.7)
where v is a white Gaussian random vector of zero mean and variance σ2k, for the k
th sub-
channel.
For the case of assuming the transfer function, h(t), to be a unit step function, then
r = x+ v. (2.1.8)
6
Due to linearity, the reconstructed vector of symbols can be given as
Xˆ = Q[x+ v]
= QQ−1X +Qv
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Let Bn be the channel bandwidth and Bk be the k
th subchannel bandwidth. Then
Bn = NBk. (2.1.11)














Similarly, the subchannel noise power is
σ2k = N0Bk. (2.1.13)




Accordingly, each individual subchannel has one N th the in-channel noise power σ2n. As a











































0 . . . Nσ2n
 = σ2nIN , (2.1.15)
where IN is an N×N identity matrix. Note here that the output SNR for the kth subchannel
is equal to the signal to noise ratio for a single carrier (single channel).
2.2 DWT-based OFDM
The word wavelet is defined as a small wave. In signal processing, wavelets are stretched
and shifted versions of a basic bandpass wavelet function ψ(t) combined with shifts of a
low-pass scaling function, φ(t) [14]. These functions are continuous functions. If the shifting
and scaling performed on the wavelets are continuous, then, the transformation is called


















(b) Synthesis filter bank
Figure 2.2. A two-channel filter bank.
continuous wavelet transform. Otherwise, if the shifting and scaling are discrete, then, the
transform is called discrete. The first and most fundamental wavelet is the Haar basis, known
since 1910, when the word wavelet was not used yet. The Haar family2 forms an orthonormal
basis.
In this section, the first subsection presents the DWT. The second subsection presents
the system model for the DWT-based OFDM system.
2.2.1 Discrete Wavelet Transform
A wavelet family can be efficiently implemented via low-pass and high-pass filters forming a
filter bank (FB). Accordingly, the wavelet implementation is translated into a filter design
problem.
Consider the FB illustrated in Figure 2.2. Multiple consecutive FBs form a DWT tree
structure, as shown in Figure 2.3. The filters h0 and h1 represent low-pass and high-pass
filters, respectively. The symbol
↓ 2
1
denotes downsampling by two, which means discard
all samples with index modulo 2 other than zero [15].
It is clear in the analysis tree structure, in Figure 2.3, that the signal is split into a
two channel division with a downsample for each. Then, the low-pass portion is divided
by another two channel division with a downsample for each as well, and so on. For the
synthesis tree, the inverse discrete wavelet transform (IDWT) shown in Figure 2.4, the



















Figure 2.4. Three stage IDWT tree structure, synthesis.
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opposite is performed. That is done by upsampling,
↑ 2
1
, which is adding a zero between
each sample to get a vector with zeros in its odd samples, then filtering [16]. If the synthesis
filters are time inverse of the analysis filters, the transformation is named orthogonal DWT.
If not, it is named biorthogonal DWT.
Each stage of an analysis FB can be written in the matrix form as
QN =

h0(0) h0(1) h0(2) h0(3) . . . 0 0
















h1(0) h1(1) h1(2) h1(3) . . . 0 0
























where L is the filter length, and Lj and Hj denote the low-pass and high-pass circular
convolution matrixes, respectively, at the jth stage with a shift by two. The synthesis FB
can be written as
Q˜−1N =

h˜0(0) 0 . . . h˜0(L− 2) . . . h˜1(0) 0 . . . h˜1(L− 2) . . .
h˜0(1) 0 . . . h˜0(L− 1) . . . h˜1(1) 0 . . . h˜1(L− 1) . . .
h˜0(2) h˜0(0) . . . 0 . . . h˜1(2) h˜1(0) . . . 0 . . .








. . . . . .
. . .
0 0 . . . h˜0(L− 4) . . . 0 0 . . . h˜1(L− 4) . . .









where L˜−1j and H˜
−1
j denote the transpose of the low-pass and high-pass circular convolution
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matrixes, respectively, at the jth stage with a shift by two. Both QN and Q˜
−1
N are square
matrixes with dimension N .
Let the input to the DWT, X, illustrated in Figure 2.3, be a stream of N modulated
symbols, X = [X0, X1, . . . , XN−1]T , where Xi denotes the ith modulated symbol. A serial to
parallel conversion is applied. Then, the N -point DWT of X is defined in matrix form as
X = WNx, (2.2.3)
where the sequence X can be reconstructed from its DWT by the IDWT as
W˜−1N X = W˜
−1
N (WNx) = x. (2.2.4)
with WN and W˜
−1
N to be in general the transformation matrixes WR and W˜
−1
R , for a tree











































2.2.2 DWT-based OFDM System Model
The DWT-based OFDM system model was proposed by B. Negash and H. Nikookar in
[2, 3]. As we compare the DWT-based and the DFT-based OFDM systems, the former uses
12






Figure 2.5. DWT-based OFDM system model.
orthogonal or biorthogonal wavelets as carriers, while the latter uses complex exponentials.
The DWT-based system is illustrated in Figure 2.5.
Although both systems have the same performance in an AWGN channel [2, 3, 4], each
one has its advantages over the other.
On one hand, the DWT-based system is 20% more bandwidth efficient, because the
cyclic prefix is not required in the presence of the multipath. In addition to an 8% due
to eliminating the pilot tones being used in the DFT-based system, as well as an ISI and
inter-carrier interference (ICI) power reduction [4].
On the other hand, DWT suffers from four short comings: oscillation, shift variance,
aliasing, and lack of directionality. Oscillation comes from the wavelet coefficients which
oscillate around the singularity in a positive and negative way, which makes signal modeling
very difficult. Shift variance, that is, a small shift in the signal causes a major difference in
the wavelet oscillation at the singularity. Aliasing is due to consecutive non-ideal low-pass
and high-pass filtering and up and down sampling. Lack of directionality occurs in more
than one dimension [14].
Keep in mind that the DFT implementation does not have these four shortcomings. In
the coming section, DT-CWT is presented as a wavelet transform that overcomes these
problems.
The only constraint on filters in the DWT is to use orthonormal quadrature mirror
13
filters (QMF) with perfect reconstruction, for example, Haar and/or Daubechies (D). The
QMF is defined as a filter that satisfies h1(n) = (−1)nh0(L−1−n), where L is the length of
the filter h0(n). Perfect reconstruction provides the ability to reconstruct the transformed
data, that is, WRW
−1
R = IR, where IR denotes the identity matrix with dimension R [17].
We proceed without loss of generality with Haar low-pass and high-pass filters. Haar
filter coefficients are shown in Table 2.1.
Table 2.1. Filters coefficients: Haar.

















The transmitted signal y(t) is constructed by transforming the data via an IDWT. Each
sub-branch of the tree will transform R/2i symbols, where R denotes the symbol rate and i
denotes the number of stages on that particular sub-branch.
For instance, consider three stages of FBs as being illustrated in Figure 2.4. The first,
second, third, and fourth sub-branchs transform R/23, R/23, R/22, and R/2 symbols, re-
spectively. As a result, x(t) and y(t) will both have a rate of R symbols, which is the same
as the rate of X. In matrix form













































































































The received signal r(t) in matrix form is
r = hx+ v, (2.2.9)
where v is a white Gaussian random vector of zero mean and variance σ2n. For the case of
assuming the transfer function, h(t), to be a unit step function
r = x+ v. (2.2.10)
Due to linearity, the reconstructed vector of symbols can be given as
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0 . . . σ2n
 = σ2nI8, (2.2.14)
where I8 is an 8× 8 identity matrix.
Note here that the output SNR for the kth symbol is equal to the signal to noise ratio
for an AWGN channel.
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2.3 DT-CWT-based OFDM
The previous section states that the DT-CWT introduced by Kingsbury in 1998 [18] over-
comes the short comings of the DWT. The approach is to implement an analytical wavelet
transform, where the DT-CWT is constructed from two real DWTs, one being Hilbert trans-
form (HT) of the other3. In [19], the author shows that wavelet pairs that form a HT pair
can be implemented via two tree structures of filters with a half sample delay between them.
In this section, the first subsection presents three different procedures to implement
DT-CWT which are proposed in [18], [20], and [21]. The second subsection presents the
system model for a DT-CWT-based OFDM system.
2.3.1 Dual Tree Complex Wavelet Transform
The DT-CWT and the inverse dual tree complex wavelet transform (IDT-CWT) tree struc-
tures are illustrated in Figures 2.6 and 2.7, respectively, for the case of three stages each.
For the analysis tree structure, the filters h0 and h1 represent low-pass and high-pass filters
for the upper tree, and the filters g0 and g1 represent low-pass and high-pass filters for the
lower tree, all respectively. For the synthesis tree structure, the filters h˜0 and h˜1 represent
low-pass and high-pass filters for the upper tree, and the filters g˜0 and g˜1 represent low-pass
and high-pass filters for the lower tree, all respectively. It is clear from the figures that
the analysis and the synthesis tree structures are constructed from two DWT trees and two
IDWT trees, respectively. For the dual tree complex wavelet transform to be analytic, the
lower tree structure should give a Hilbert transform (HT) of the upper tree structure. Three
procedures chosen from the literature to produce HT pairs are presented in this section.
3Hilbert transform condition:
|H0(ejω)| = |G0(ejω)|,






























Figure 2.7. Three stage IDT-CWT tree structure, synthesis.
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Each stage of an analysis FB for the upper tree can be written in the matrix form as
QhN =

h0(0) h0(1) h0(2) h0(3) . . . 0 0
















h1(0) h1(1) h1(2) h1(3) . . . 0 0
























where L is the filter length, and Lhj and Hhj denote the low-pass and high-pass circular
convolution matrixes, respectively, at the jth stage with a shift by two. The analysis FB for
the lower tree can be written in the matrix form as
QgN =

g0(0) g0(1) g0(2) g0(3) . . . 0 0
















g1(0) g1(1) g1(2) g1(3) . . . 0 0
























where L is the filter length, and Lgj and Hgj denote the low-pass and high-pass circular
convolution matrixes, respectively, at the jth stage with a shift by two.
Let R, J , and j denote the symbol rate, the number of stages in the whole tree structure,
and the jth stage, respectively. Let Lj and Hj denote the low-pass and high-pass circular
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convolution matrixes with a shift by two, for either upper or lower trees at the analysis side.


























h˜0(0) 0 . . . h˜0(L− 2) . . . h˜1(0) 0 . . . h˜1(L− 2) . . .
h˜0(1) 0 . . . h˜0(L− 1) . . . h˜1(1) 0 . . . h˜1(L− 1) . . .
h˜0(2) h˜0(0) . . . 0 . . . h˜1(2) h˜1(0) . . . 0 . . .








. . . . . .
. . .
0 0 . . . h˜0(L− 4) . . . 0 0 . . . h˜1(L− 4) . . .











where L is the filter length, and L˜hj and H˜hj denote the low-pass and high-pass circular
convolution matrixes, respectively, at the jth stage with a shift by two. The synthesis FB





g˜0(0) 0 . . . g˜0(L− 2) . . . g˜1(0) 0 . . . g˜1(L− 2) . . .
g˜0(1) 0 . . . g˜0(L− 1) . . . g˜1(1) 0 . . . g˜1(L− 1) . . .
g˜0(2) g˜0(0) . . . 0 . . . g˜1(2) g˜1(0) . . . 0 . . .








. . . . . .
. . .
0 0 . . . g˜0(L− 4) . . . 0 0 . . . g˜1(L− 4) . . .












where L is the filter length, and L˜gj and H˜gj denote the low-pass and high-pass circular
convolution matrixes, respectively, at the jth stage with a shift by two.
Let R, J , and j denote the symbol rate, the number of stages in the whole tree structure,
and the jth stage, respectively. Let L˜j and H˜j denote the low-pass and high-pass circular
convolution matrixes with a shift by two, for either upper or lower trees at the synthesis






















The three procedures chosen from the literature to produce HT pairs from the dual tree
are presented below.
Linear-phase biorthogonal procedure
This is the first procedure to be introduced in the literature. In [18], Kingsbury proposed
the DT-CWT as a new technique for shift invariant and directional filters. He employs a
symmetric low-pass filter of an odd length, denoted earlier as h0, and another symmetric
low-pass filter of an even length, denoted as g0. For L odd:
h0(n) = h0(L− 1− n) (2.3.7)
g0(n) = g0(L− n). (2.3.8)
This procedure gives biorthogonal set of filters.
From the fact that h0(n) is a symmetric filter of length N for n = 0, 1, . . . , N − 1, and
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g0(n) is a symmetric filter of length N + 1 for n = 0, 1, . . . , N , it follows that
∠H0(ejω) = −0.5(L− 1)ω, (2.3.9)
∠G0(ejω) = −0.5Lω. (2.3.10)
Consequently, the half sample delay between the trees is satisfied, yet the magnitudes
are not the same. Therefore, the filters are better designed so that they have approximately
the same magnitude. Moreover, the two trees will be more symmetrical if the odd and even
filters are being used alternately from level to level.
Quarter-shift procedure
The second procedure is introduced by Kingsbury in [20]. He employs one filter h0(n) with
asymmetric coefficients of even length, with an envelope delay of a quarter sample period.
The filter h0(n) for one tree, and the filter g0(n) for the other tree, where g0(n) is h0(n)’s
time inverse. Moreover, the synthesis filters are time inverse of the analysis filters. As a
result, they will produce a total envelope delay of half sample period.
In this procedure, the magnitudes of both trees are exactly the same, because the syn-
thesis filters are time inverse of the analysis filters; while the phase is not exactly. Therefore,
the filters are designed so that they approximately satisfy the phase condition. Coefficients
of filters of various lengths can be found in [20].
Common factor procedure
The third procedure is proposed by Selesnick in [21]. His procedure can be used for both
orthogonal and biorthogonal filters. The filters are obtained by setting
h0(n) = f(n) ∗ d(n), (2.3.11)
and
g0(n) = f(n) ∗ d(L− n), (2.3.12)
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where ∗ represents the discrete time convolution, and d(n) is supported on n = 0, 1, . . . , L.
In terms of z-transforms,
H0(z) = F (z)D(z), (2.3.13)
and
G0(z) = F (z)z
−LD(1/z). (2.3.14)






G0(z) = H0(z)A(z), (2.3.16)
accordingly
|G0(ejω)| = |H0(ejω)|. (2.3.17)
Then D(z) is chosen as a finite impulse response (FIR) to have
∠A(ejω) ≈ −0.5ω. (2.3.18)
Finally, choose F (z) as an FIR to have h0(n) and g0(n) meet the perfect reconstruction
conditions. Coefficients of filters of various lengths can be found in [21].
4For an all-pass transfer function A(ejω), |A(ejω)| = 1.
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Figure 2.8. DT-CWT-based OFDM System Model.
2.3.2 DT-CWT-based OFDM System Model
When we compare the DWT-based and the DT-CWT-based OFDM systems, the latter uses
two real DWTs, one being HT of the other. Figure 2.8 illustrates the system model, where
the DT-CWT and the IDT-CWT blocks are shown in Figures 2.6 and 2.7, respectively.
















where xh and xg are the output vectors of the upper and the lower tree structures, respec-





N are given in equation (2.3.6).
The received signal r(t) in matrix form is
r = hx+ v, (2.3.20)
where v is a white Gaussian random column vector of N elements for each tree, with all
elements of zero mean and variance σ2n. For the case of assuming the transfer function, h(t),
to be a unit step function, then
r = x+ v. (2.3.21)
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= X + vW , (2.3.22)
where vh and vg are the noise vectors of the upper and the lower tree structures, WhN and






























































































Then the upper and the lower set of reconstructed symbols can be averaged to evaluate the


















































0 . . . σ2n
 = σ2nI8, (2.3.26)
where I8 is an 8× 8 identity matrix.
Note here that the output SNR for the kth symbol is equal to the signal to noise ratio
for an AWGN channel.
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3. COMPARING THE OFDM
ALTERNATIVES
This chapter presents a comparison of the three OFDM systems presented in the earlier
chapter. The first section presents the BEP performance for these three systems. The
second, third, and forth sections present the systems’ impulse response, frequency response,
ESD, and CCDF for the PAPR, respectively.
3.1 Bit Error Probability (BEP) Comparison
To compare analytical and numerical BEP performance, we choose N = 64 subchannels,
where each subchannel uses 16-quadrature amplitude modulation (QAM) as in the case of
IEEE 802.11a, and no overhead. Then, the symbol stream of 64 symbols form one OFDM
symbol.
In this section, the first, second, and third subsections present the BEP performance for
the systems DFT-based OFDM, DWT-based OFDM, and DT-CWT-based OFDM, respec-
tively.
3.1.1 DFT-based OFDM BEP Performance
In a DFT-based OFDM system, the symbol error probability (SEP) performance on the kth
subchannel is the same performance of a single channel M-QAM system. If we assume a
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unity channel gain with an AWGN with variance σ2n, and N subchannels, then the SEP, Psk ,
























where γsk denotes the SNR per symbol on the k
th subchannel.
If we assume gray coding, where adjacent codes differ by one bit, then any symbol in
error will cause exactly one bit to be in error [1]. For the M-QAM constellation, the BEP






















































where γsk = log2M γbk , and γbk denotes the SNR per bit on the k
th subchannel.
The error performance for an OFDM system is evaluated by averaging over all subchan-



































= Pbk . (3.1.3)
Notice Figure 3.1 shows the analytical and simulation results assuming 16-QAM with
rectangular pulse shaping.










Figure 3.1. BEP, 16-QAM, DFT-based OFDM, Rectangular Pulse Shaping, program in A.1.1.
The BEP performance of each subchannel matches the BEP performance of a single
AWGN channel.
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3.1.2 DWT-based OFDM BEP Performance
In a DWT-based OFDM system, if we assume QAM modulated symbols, then the DWT
is applied on both streams of the QAM symbols in parallel. Then, each transformation is
transmitted on a carrier in quadrature with the other.
The SEP performance of the kth symbol is the same performance of a single AWGN
channel. If we assume a unity channel gain with an AWGN of variance σ2n, and B branches,
then the SEP, Psk , for the k
























where γsk denotes the SNR per symbol for the k
th QAM symbol.


































































Figure 3.2. BEP, 16-QAM, DWT-based OFDM, with Haar filters, and 5 stages, program in A.1.2.
where γsk = log2M γbk , and γbk denotes the SNR per bit for the k
th QAM symbol.


































= Pbk . (3.1.6)
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Notice Figures 3.2 and 3.3 show the analytical form corresponding to the numerical results
assuming 16-QAM with rectangular pulse shaping. The former employs Haar filters with
five stages, while the latter employs D-6 filters with three stages. D-6 coefficients are shown
in Table 3.1. Where D-6 is orthonormal QMF with perfect reconstruction. Both low-pass
and high-pass filters are of length 6 [26].








The BEP performance of each QAM symbol matches the BEP performance of a single
AWGN channel. Thus, the DWT-based and the DFT-based OFDM systems have equal BEP
performance in an AWGN channel.
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Figure 3.3. BEP, 16-QAM, DWT-based OFDM, with D-6, and 3 stages, program in A.1.3.
3.1.3 DT-CWT-based OFDM BEP Performance
In a DT-CWT-based OFDM system, if we assume QAM modulated symbols, then the
DT-CWT is applied on both streams of the QAM symbols in parallel. Then, each trans-
formation is transmitted on a carrier in quadrature with the other. Since the inphase and
quadrature streams contain the same information, there is 2× redundancy.
The SEP performance of the kth symbol QAM is the same performance of a single AWGN
channel. If we assume a unity channel gain with an AWGN of variance σ2n, and B branches
for each tree, then the SEP, Psk , for the k

























where γsk denotes the SNR per symbol for the k
th QAM symbol.























































where γsk = log2M γbk , and γbk denotes the SNR per bit for the k
th QAM symbol.


































= Pbk . (3.1.9)
In a DT-CWT structure, the first and last stages of the analysis and synthesis tree
structures, respectively, should be different than the other stages [14]. In our simulation,
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Figure 3.4. BEP, 16-QAM, DT-CWT-based OFDM, with q-shift filters, and 2 stages, program in A.1.4.
both trees employe q-shift filters for the stages other than the first stage for the analysis
structure and the last stage for the synthesis structure. The remaining stages employ the
same filters as the other stages but with specific alignments with respect to each other. The
final stage filters are inverse of the first stage filters. Tables 3.2 and 3.3 show the q-shift
filters and the first stage filters, respectively [27].
Notice Figure 3.4 shows the analytical results corresponding to the numerical results
assuming 16-QAM with rectangular pulse shaping. The BEP performance of each QAM
symbol matches the BEP performance of a single AWGN channel. As a result, it is clear
that the DT-CWT-based, DWT-based, and DFT-based OFDM systems all have the same
BEP performance in an AWGN channel.
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3.2 Impulse Response and Frequency Response Com-
parison
This section presents the normalized responses of the three OFDM alternatives. We have
chosen the word length N = 64. The system response for the DFT-Based OFDM system
is obtained by setting the input of the inverse fast Fourier transform (IFFT) to a vector of
all ones. Then, the output is the impulse response of the system. The FFT of the output
is the frequency response, which is the input signal itself. On the other hand, the impulse
response and the frequency response for the wavelet based systems are obtained by setting
an arbitrary coefficient of the word to one, and all others to zero, and then doing an inverse
transform on the word. We have chosen the 20th coefficient of the word to be one. Notice
here that the impulse response shows the response of the system as a function of time, which
is the wavelet for a tree structure, while the frequency response shows the response of the
system as a function of frequency.
In Figure 3.5, the DFT-based OFDM system response is illustrated. The system’s fre-
quency response is illustrated in Figures 3.5(a) and 3.5(b). It is flat and real. In Figures
3.5(c) and 3.5(d), the system’s impulse response is illustrated. Figure 3.5(e) shows the
amplitude of the system’s impulse response.
In Figure 3.6, the DWT-based OFDM system response with Haar filters is illustrated.
The system’s frequency response is illustrated in Figures 3.6(a) and 3.6(b). It is double
sided. In Figures 3.6(c) and 3.6(d), the system’s impulse response is illustrated. Figure
3.6(e) shows the amplitude of the system’s impulse response.
In Figure 3.7, the DWT-based OFDM system response with D-6 filters is illustrated. The
system’s frequency response is illustrated in Figures 3.7(a) and 3.7(b). It is double sided. In
Figures 3.7(c) and 3.7(d), the system’s impulse response is illustrated. Figure 3.7(e) shows
the amplitude of the system’s impulse response.
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In Figure 3.8, the DT-CWT-based OFDM system frequency response with q-shift filters
is illustrated. The system’s upper tree frequency response is illustrated in Figures 3.8(a) and
Figure 3.8(b). It is double sided. The system’s lower tree frequency response is illustrated
in Figures 3.8(c) and Figure 3.8(d). It is double sided. The system’s dual tree frequency
response is illustrated in Figures 3.8(e) and Figure 3.8(f). It is single sided.
In Figure 3.9, the DT-CWT-based OFDM system impulse response with q-shift filters
is illustrated. The system’s upper tree impulse response is illustrated in Figures 3.9(a) and
3.9(b). The system’s lower tree impulse response is illustrated in Figures 3.9(c) and 3.9(d).
The system’s dual tree impulse response is illustrated in Figures 3.9(e) and 3.9(f).
In Figure 3.10, the amplitude of the system’s upper tree and lower tree impulse response
are illustrated in Figures 3.10(a) and 3.10(b), respectively. Figure 3.10(c) shows the ampli-
tude of the system’s dual tree impulse response.
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(a) System’s frequency response, real



























(b) System’s frequency response, imaginary



























(c) System’s impulse response, real



























(d) System’s impulse response, imaginary












(e) Amplitude of system’s impulse response
Figure 3.5. Normalized DFT-based OFDM system response, program in A.2.1.
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(a) System’s frequency response, real



























(b) System’s frequency response, imaginary




























(c) System’s impulse response, real




























(d) System’s impulse response, imaginary













(e) Amplitude of system’s impulse response
Figure 3.6. Normalized DWT-based OFDM system response, with Haar filters, program in A.2.2.
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(a) System’s frequency response, real


























(b) System’s frequency response, imaginary



























(c) System’s impulse response, real



























(d) System’s impulse response, imaginary













(e) Amplitude of system’s impulse response
Figure 3.7. Normalized DWT-based OFDM system response, with D-6 filters, program in A.2.3.
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(a) System’s upper tree frequency response,
real



























(b) System’s upper tree frequency response,
imaginary


























(c) System’s lower tree frequency response, real


























(d) System’s lower tree frequency response,
imaginary





































(e) System’s dual tree frequency response, real





































(f) System’s dual tree frequency response,
imaginary
Figure 3.8. Normalized DT-CWT-based OFDM frequency response, with q-shift filters, program in A.2.4.
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(a) System’s upper tree impulse response, real




























(b) System’s upper tree impulse response,
imaginary




























(c) System’s lower tree impulse response, real




























(d) System’s lower tree impulse response,
imaginary





































(e) System’s dual tree impulse response, real





































(f) System’s dual tree impulse response, imag-
inary
Figure 3.9. Normalized DT-CWT-based OFDM impulse response, with q-shift filters, program in A.2.4.
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(a) Amplitude of system’s upper tree impulse
response













(b) Amplitude of system’s lower tree impulse
response


















(c) Amplitude of system’s dual tree impulse re-
sponse
Figure 3.10. Normalized DT-CWT-based OFDM amplitude of impulse response, with q-shift filters, program in
A.2.4.
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3.3 Energy Spectral Density (ESD)
The ESD shows the energies for all frequency components of the signal. It is defined for a
signal f(t) as [28]
ESD{f(ω)} = |F (ω)|2, (3.3.1)
where |F (ω)| is the absolute value of the Fourier transform of f(t).
Figure 3.11 shows the normalized ESD for the outputs of DFT, DWT, and DT-CWT-
based OFDM systems. The results are obtained by squaring the absolute value of the
frequency response of the systems.
In Figure 3.11(a), the ESD for the DFT-based system is flat. In Figures 3.11(b), 3.11(c),
3.11(d) and 3.11(e), the DWT with Haar filters, the DWT with the D-6 filters, the upper
tree of the DT-CWT, and the lower tree of the DT-CWT, respectively, give a double sided
ESD. When the previous four ESD Figures are compared, it is clear that as the filter lengths
are closer the ESDs are more alike. However, in figure 3.11(f), it is shown that the ESD is
single sided for the DT-CWT, because it is constructed from 2× redundancy, where one is
Hilbert transform of the other.
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(a) ESD for DFT-based OFDM, program in
A.2.1













(b) ESD for DWT-based OFDM, Haar filters,
program in A.2.2













(c) ESD for DWT-based OFDM, D-6 filters,
program in A.2.3


























(d) ESD for DT-CWT-based OFDM, upper
tree, program in A.2.4


























(e) ESD for DT-CWT-based OFDM, lower
tree, program in A.2.4


















(f) ESD for DT-CWT-based OFDM, dual tree,
program in A.2.4
Figure 3.11. Normalized ESD for OFDM alternatives.
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3.4 Peak to Average Power Ratio (PAPR) Comparison
The peak to average power ratio is an important factor in communication systems. That is,
at the transmitter side, the power amplifier responses linearly before starting to move into
a nonlinear region. To avoid signal distortion, operation in the linear region is needed [1].
The PAPR can be defined as [29]






Accordingly, the PAPR is better to be close to one. That is, the peak to be as close as
possible to the average.
Comparison of PAPRs is accomplished via the complementary cumulative distribution
function (CCDF) of the PAPR;
PPAPR = P{PAPR > PAPR0}, (3.4.2)
where PPAPR is the probability that the PAPR is larger than a value PAPR0.
Figure 3.12 shows the PPAPR for DFT, DWT, and DT-CWT-based OFDM systems based
on averaging 3 × 105 OFDM symbols. The least PPAPR is for the DT-CWT-based system
compared to the DFT-based and the DWT-based OFDM systems. The PPAPR for the DWT-
based with D-6 is close to the upper and the lower tree structures when considering them
individually, because their filters length is relatively close, while Haar filters have length two.
It is clear from the figure that the DFT case yields the worst PAPR, while the DT-CWT
yields the best. It follows from the fact that, the maximum PAPR for the DFT-based is
proportional to the number of subcarriers as they add constructively. On the other hand,
the PAPR for the DT-CWT-based is lower, due to the fact that the average power of the
upper and the lower trees are added linearly.
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Figure 3.12. PPAPR = P{PAPR > PAPR0} for OFDM alternatives, program in A.3.
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4. CONCLUSIONS
This thesis was an attempt to verify some promising BEP performance results in the lit-
erature for the DT-CWT-based OFDM system in an AWGN channel, and to extend the
study in fading channels. Unfortunately, we were unable to produce any configuration of a
DT-CWT-based OFDM system that results in a 3 dB improvement in SNR. In addition, we
were unable to establish correspondence with the authors of the papers in order to clarify
the claims made in the papers.
Throughout the thesis, a development of a solid knowledge in several areas such as sys-
tem analysis, digital signal processing, filters, filter banks, wavelets, wavelet transform, data
transform, up and down sampling, Hilbert pairs, Hilbert transform, orthogonal transform,
biorthogonal transform, OFDM, system performance, probability evaluation, BEP perfor-
mance, complementary cumulative distribution function (CCDF), PAPR performance, ESD
performance, impulse response, frequency response, vector and matrix analysis, Siclab pro-
gramming, Beamer programing, and Latex programing was achieved.
In this thesis, a descriptive signal and system model of three OFDM systems proposed in
the literature, which are the DFT-based OFDM, the DWT-based OFDM, and the DT-CWT-
based OFDM, were presented. A comparison of the BEP performance of the three systems
in an AWGN channel was presented. The analytical results were verified by Monte Carlo
simulation. In addition, a comparison of the impulse response, frequency response, PAPR,
ESD for all systems was illustrated.
As a result, the DFT-based, DWT-based, and DT-CWT-based OFDM systems all had
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the same BEP performance in an AWGN channel. For the system response, the DFT-based
OFDM system yielded a flat frequency response. The DT-CWT-based OFDM system yielded
single sided frequency response for a single non-zero coefficient per word, because the output
of the system was constructed from 2× redundancy, where one was Hilbert transform of the
other. However, the frequency response for the DWT and for a single tree of the DT-CWT
yielded a double side band.
The ESD was single sided for the DT-CWT-based system, because of the same reason for
the single side frequency response stated earlier. However, the DWT with Haar filters, the
DWT with D-6 filters, the upper tree of the DT-CWT, and the lower tree of the DT-CWT
gave a double side ESD. When the previous four ESDs were compared, it was clear that as
the filter lengths were closer the ESDs were more alike. The ESD for the DFT-based system
was flat.
The CCDF for the PAPR showed the least PPAPR for the DT-CWT-based OFDM system
compared to the DFT-based and the DWT-based OFDM systems. The PPAPR for the DWT-
based with D-6 was close to the upper and the lower tree structures when considering them
individually, because their filter lengths were relatively close, while Haar filters were not. It
was clear from the results that the DFT case yielded the worst PAPR, while the DT-CWT
yielded the best. It follows from the fact that the maximum PAPR for the DFT-based was
proportional to the number of subcarriers as they add constructively. On the other hand,
the PAPR for the DT-CWT-based was lower, due to the fact that the average power of the
upper and the lower trees were added linearly.
Although the results in the thesis showed an improvement in the PAPR for the DT- CWT-
based OFDM system compared to the other alternatives, using DT-CWT basis sacrifices the
ability to allocate power as a function frequency to cope with fading, which is the main
advantage of using DFT-based OFDM. As future work, other advantages for DT-CWT basis
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All codes are written using Scilab-5.2.2.
A.1 Bit Error Probability (BEP) Code for OFDM Al-
ternatives
A.1.1 FFT-based OFDM.
1 c l c
2 clear
3 //−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
4 // Q FUNCTION
5 function [ q f u n c t i o n ] = Q FUNCTION( some value ) ,
6 q f u n c t i o n = 0.5∗ erfc ( sqrt ( 0 . 5 ) ∗ some value ) ;
7 endfunction
8 //−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
9 // the t r a n s m i t t e r s i d e
10 //−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
11 data l ength = 64 ;
12 number channels = 64 ;
13 s q r t n o c h a n n e l s = sqrt ( number channels ) ;
14 data be fore norm = zeros ( data length , 2 ) ;
15 data = zeros ( data length , 1 ) ;
16 output = zeros ( data length , 1 ) ;
17 output copy = zeros ( data length , 1 ) ;
18 cons t ruc t ed data = zeros ( data length , 1 ) ;
19 r e cons t ruc t ed data1 = zeros ( data length , 2 ) ;
20 r e con s t ruc t ed da ta = zeros ( data length , 2 ) ;
21 number o f t imes to avg on = 3∗10ˆ4;
22 //−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
23 // data has to be o f even l e n g t h
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24 data be fore norm = grand ( data length , 2 , ’ uin ’ , 0 , 1 ) ;
25 random = rand ( data before norm , ’ normal ’ ) ;
26 for L = 1 : data length ,
27 i f random (L , 1 ) > 0 then
28 data be fore norm (L , 1 ) = 2∗ data be fore norm (L , 1 ) +1;
29 else data be fore norm (L , 1 ) = −1∗(2∗ data be fore norm (L , 1 ) +1) ;
30 end
31 i f random (L , 2 ) > 0 then
32 data be fore norm (L , 2 ) = 2∗ data be fore norm (L , 2 ) +1;
33 else data be fore norm (L , 2 ) = −1∗(2∗ data be fore norm (L , 2 ) +1) ;
34 end
35 end
36 norma l i za t i on = sqrt (10) ;
37 data = ( data be fore norm ( 1 : data length , 1 )+%i∗ data be fore norm ( 1 :
data length , 2 ) ) / norma l i za t i on ; // normal ized
38 //−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
39 i f f t d a t a = s q r t n o c h a n n e l s ∗ i f f t ( data ) ;
40 output = i f f t d a t a ;
41 //−−−−−−−−−−−−
42 // the channel
43 //−−−−−−−−−−−−
44 counter1 = zeros ( 1 , 9 ) ;
45 for s i g n a l t o n o i s e r a t i o = 0 : 8 ,
46 for n o o f t i m e s t o a v g o n = 1 : number o f t imes to avg on ,
47 output copy = output ;
48 some constants = 1/ norma l i za t i on ∗sqrt (10/8∗10ˆ(−0.1∗
s i g n a l t o n o i s e r a t i o ) ) ;
49 // both r e a l and imag no i se have same power as r e g u l a r no i se ”one
d iment ina l no i se ” because nbarˆ2=nbar cˆ2=nbar s ˆ2
50 r e a l n o i s e = some constants ∗rand ( data length , 1 , ’ normal ’ ) ;
51 imag no i se = %i∗ some constants ∗rand ( data length , 1 , ’ normal ’ ) ;
52 output copy = output copy + r e a l n o i s e + imag no i se ;
53 //−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
54 // the r e c e i v e r s i d e
55 //−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
56 f f t d a t a = norma l i za t i on / s q r t n o c h a n n e l s ∗ f f t ( output copy ) ;
57 r e cons t ruc t ed data1 ( 1 : data length , 1 ) = real ( f f t d a t a ) ;
58 r e cons t ruc t ed data1 ( 1 : data length , 2 ) = imag( f f t d a t a ) ;
59 //−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
60 // err or countor :
61 //−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
62 s i g n r e c o n s t r u c t e d d a t a 1 = zeros ( data length , 2 ) ;
63 ab s r e cons t ruc t ed da ta1 = zeros ( data length , 2 ) ;
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64 s i g n r e c o n s t r u c t e d d a t a 1 = sign ( r e cons t ruc t ed data1 ) ;
65 ab s r e cons t ruc t ed da ta1 = abs ( r e cons t ruc t ed data1 ) ;
66 //−−−−−−−−
67 for L = 1 : data length ,
68 i f ( ab s r e con s t ruc t ed da ta1 (L , 1 ) < 2 & abs r e con s t ruc t ed da ta1 (L , 2 ) <
2) then
69 r e con s t ruc t ed da ta (L , 1 ) = 1∗ s i g n r e c o n s t r u c t e d d a t a 1 (L , 1 ) ;
70 r e con s t ruc t ed da ta (L , 2 ) = 1∗ s i g n r e c o n s t r u c t e d d a t a 1 (L , 2 ) ;
71
72 e l s e i f ( ab s r e con s t ruc t ed da ta1 (L , 1 ) >= 2 & abs r e con s t ruc t ed da ta1 (L
, 2 ) < 2) then
73 r e con s t ruc t ed da ta (L , 1 ) = 3∗ s i g n r e c o n s t r u c t e d d a t a 1 (L , 1 ) ;
74 r e con s t ruc t ed da ta (L , 2 ) = 1∗ s i g n r e c o n s t r u c t e d d a t a 1 (L , 2 ) ;
75
76 e l s e i f ( ab s r e con s t ruc t ed da ta1 (L , 1 ) < 2 & abs r e con s t ruc t ed da ta1 (L
, 2 ) >= 2) then
77 r e con s t ruc t ed da ta (L , 1 ) = 1∗ s i g n r e c o n s t r u c t e d d a t a 1 (L , 1 ) ;
78 r e con s t ruc t ed da ta (L , 2 ) = 3∗ s i g n r e c o n s t r u c t e d d a t a 1 (L , 2 ) ;
79
80 e l s e i f ( ab s r e con s t ruc t ed da ta1 (L , 1 ) >= 2 & abs r e con s t ruc t ed da ta1 (L
, 2 ) >= 2) then
81 r e con s t ruc t ed da ta (L , 1 ) = 3∗ s i g n r e c o n s t r u c t e d d a t a 1 (L , 1 ) ;
82 r e con s t ruc t ed da ta (L , 2 ) = 3∗ s i g n r e c o n s t r u c t e d d a t a 1 (L , 2 ) ;
83 end
84 //−−−−−−−−
85 i f ( ( r e con s t ruc t ed da ta (L , 1 ) ˜= data be fore norm (L , 1 ) ) | (
r e con s t ruc t ed da ta (L , 2 ) ˜= data be fore norm (L , 2 ) ) ) then
86 counter1 (1 , s i g n a l t o n o i s e r a t i o +1) = counter1 (1 ,
s i g n a l t o n o i s e r a t i o +1) + 1 ;
87 end // i f data1
88 end // f o r L
89 //−−−−−−−−
90 end // f o r n o o f t i m e s t o a v g o n
91 end // f o r s i g n a l t o n o i s e r a t i o
92 b i t e r r o r r a t e 1 = counter1 /(4∗ data l ength ∗ number o f t imes to avg on ) ;
93 s i g n a l t o n o i s e r a t i o = 0 :8
94 // the t h e o r y t i c a l r e s u l t s
95 Q = Q FUNCTION( sqrt ( 8/10∗ ( 10 . ˆ ( s i g n a l t o n o i s e r a t i o /10) ) ) ) ;
96 // sigma ˆ2 = 5/(4∗SNR b)
97 QAM16 = (3∗Q − 9/4∗Qˆ2) /4 ;
98 // Plo t us ing Tikz :
99 fd = mopen( ’ \Users \Tassniem\Documents/TikZ/ f i g u r e 1 / f i g u r e 1 . tex ’ , ’wt ’ ) ;
100 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ \documentclass { a r t i c l e } ’ ) ;
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101 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ \usepackage { t i k z } ’ ) ;
102 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ \usepackage { p g f p l o t s } ’ ) ;
103 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ \begin {document} ’ ) ;
104 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ \begin { cente r } ’ ) ;
105 //−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
106 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ \begin { t i k z p i c t u r e } ’ ) ;
107 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ \begin { s emi l ogyax i s } [ ’ ) ;
108 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ x l a b e l=SNR(dB) , ’ ) ;
109 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ y l a b e l={BEP} ] ’ ) ;
110 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ \ addplot [ c o l o r=black , mark=t r i a n g l e ] ’ ) ;
111 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ c oo rd ina t e s { ’ ) ;
112 for s i g n a l t o n o i s e r a t i o = 0 : 8 ,
113 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s %d %s %. 6 f %s \n ’ , ’ ( ’ , s i g n a l t o n o i s e r a t i o , ’ , ’ , QAM16
(1 , s i g n a l t o n o i s e r a t i o +1) , ’ ) ’ ) ;
114 end
115 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ } ; ’ ) ;
116 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ \ addplot [ c o l o r=black , mark=o ] ’ ) ;
117 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ c oo rd ina t e s { ’ ) ;
118 for s i g n a l t o n o i s e r a t i o = 0 : 8 ,
119 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s %d %s %. 6 f %s \n ’ , ’ ( ’ , s i g n a l t o n o i s e r a t i o , ’ , ’ ,
b i t e r r o r r a t e 1 (1 , s i g n a l t o n o i s e r a t i o +1) , ’ ) ’ ) ;
120 end
121 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ } ; ’ ) ;
122 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ \ l egend {Numerical \\ Simulated \\} ’ ) ;
123 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ \end{ s emi l ogyax i s } ’ ) ;
124 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ \end{ t i k z p i c t u r e } ’ ) ;
125 //−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
126 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ \end{ cente r } ’ ) ;
127 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ \end{document} ’ ) ;
128 mclose ( fd ) ;
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A.1.2 DWT-based OFDM, with Haar filters.
1 c l c
2 clear
3 //−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
4 //CIRCULAR SHIFT BY TWO
5 function [ s h i f t e d s e q u e n c e ] = CIRCULAR SHIFT BY TWO(
t o b e s h i f t e d s e q u e n c e ) ,
6
7 t o b e s h i f t e d s e q u e n c e l e n g t h = length ( t o b e s h i f t e d s e q u e n c e ) ;
8
9 s h i f t e d s e q u e n c e = [ t o b e s h i f t e d s e q u e n c e (1 ,
t o b e s h i f t e d s e q u e n c e l e n g t h −1: t o b e s h i f t e d s e q u e n c e l e n g t h ) ,




13 // MATRIX EVALUATION
14 function [ mat r i x eva lua t i on ] = MATRIX EVALUATION( t rans f o rmat i on l ength ,
f i l t e r s ) ,
15 [ r , c ] = s ize ( f i l t e r s ) ;
16 mat r i x eva lua t i on = zeros ( t rans f o rmat i on l ength , t r an s f o rmat i on l eng th )
;
17
18 mat r i x eva lua t i on ( 1 , 1 : c ) = f i l t e r s ( 1 , 1 : c ) ;
19 mat r i x eva lua t i on (1+ t ran s f o rmat i on l eng th /2 , 1 : c ) = f i l t e r s ( 2 , 1 : c ) ;
20
21 for row = 2 : t r an s f o rmat i on l eng th /2 ,
22 mat r i x eva lua t i on ( row , 1 : c ) = CIRCULAR SHIFT BY TWO(
matr ix eva lua t i on ( row−1 ,1: c ) ) ;
23 mat r i x eva lua t i on ( row+tran s f o rmat i on l eng th /2 , 1 : c ) =
CIRCULAR SHIFT BY TWO( matr ix eva lua t i on ( row−1+





28 function [ dwt matrix ] = DWT( data length , f i l t e r l e n g t h , no stages , f i l t e r s ) ,
29
30 dwt matrix = eye ( data length , data l ength ) ;
31
32 i f no s tage s > 1 then
33
59
34 dwt matrix ( 1 : da ta l ength /2ˆ no stages , 1 : da ta l ength /2ˆ no s tage s ) =
MATRIX EVALUATION( data l ength /2ˆ no stages , [ f i l t e r s ( 3 : 4 , : ) , zeros
(2 , da ta l ength /2ˆ no stages− f i l t e r l e n g t h ) ] ) ;
35
36 i f no s tage s > 2 then
37 for s tage = no stages −1:−1:2 ,
38 mat r i x i = MATRIX EVALUATION( data l ength /2ˆ stage , [ f i l t e r s ( 3 : 4 , : ) ,
zeros (2 , da ta l ength /2ˆ stage− f i l t e r l e n g t h ) ] ) ;
39 dwt matrix ( 1 : da ta l ength /2ˆ( s tage +1) , 1 : da ta l ength /2ˆ s tage ) =
dwt matrix ( 1 : da ta l ength /2ˆ( s tage +1) , 1 : da ta l ength /2ˆ( s tage +1)
) ∗mat r i x i ( 1 : da ta l ength /2ˆ( s tage +1) , 1 : da ta l ength /2ˆ s tage ) ;
40 dwt matrix ( data l ength /2ˆ s tage /2+1: data l ength /2ˆ stage , 1 :
da ta l ength /2ˆ s tage ) = m at r i x i ( da ta l ength /2ˆ s tage /2+1:




44 mat r i x i = MATRIX EVALUATION( data length , [ f i l t e r s ( 1 : 2 , : ) , zeros (2 ,
data length− f i l t e r l e n g t h ) ] ) ;
45 dwt matrix ( 1 : da ta l ength /2 , 1 : da ta l ength ) = dwt matrix ( 1 : da ta l ength
/2 , 1 : da ta l ength /2) ∗mat r i x i ( 1 : da ta l ength /2 , 1 : da ta l ength ) ;
46 dwt matrix ( data l ength /2+1: data length , 1 : da ta l ength ) = mat r i x i (




50 function [ idwt matr ix ] = IDWT( data length , f i l t e r l e n g t h , no stages , f i l t e r s
) ,
51
52 idwt matr ix = eye ( data length , da ta l ength ) ;
53
54 i f no s tage s > 1 then
55
56 idwt matr ix ( 1 : da ta l ength /2ˆ no stages , 1 : da ta l ength /2ˆ no s tage s ) =
MATRIX EVALUATION( data l ength /2ˆ no stages , [ f i l t e r s ( 3 : 4 , : ) , zeros
(2 , da ta l ength /2ˆ no stages− f i l t e r l e n g t h ) ] ) ;
57
58 i f no s tage s > 2 then
59 for s tage = no stages −1:−1:2 ,
60 mat r i x i = MATRIX EVALUATION( data l ength /2ˆ stage , [ f i l t e r s
( 3 : 4 , : ) , zeros (2 , da ta l ength /2ˆ stage− f i l t e r l e n g t h ) ] ) ;
60
61 idwt matr ix ( 1 : da ta l ength /2ˆ( s tage +1) , 1 : da ta l ength /2ˆ s tage ) =
idwt matr ix ( 1 : da ta l ength /2ˆ( s tage +1) , 1 : da ta l ength /2ˆ( s tage
+1) ) ∗mat r i x i ( 1 : da ta l ength /2ˆ( s tage +1) , 1 : da ta l ength /2ˆ
s tage ) ;
62 idwt matr ix ( data l ength /2ˆ s tage /2+1: data l ength /2ˆ stage , 1 :
da ta l ength /2ˆ s tage ) = m at r i x i ( da ta l ength /2ˆ s tage /2+1:





67 mat r i x i = MATRIX EVALUATION( data length , [ f i l t e r s ( 1 : 2 , : ) , zeros (2 ,
data length− f i l t e r l e n g t h ) ] ) ;
68 idwt matr ix ( 1 : da ta l ength /2 , 1 : da ta l ength ) = idwt matr ix ( 1 :
da ta l ength /2 , 1 : da ta l ength /2) ∗mat r i x i ( 1 : da ta l ength /2 , 1 :
da ta l ength ) ;
69 idwt matr ix ( data l ength /2+1: data length , 1 : da ta l ength ) = mat r i x i (
da ta l ength /2+1: data length , 1 : da ta l ength ) ;
70
71 idwt matr ix = idwt matr ix . ’ ;
72 endfunction
73 //−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
74 // Q FUNCTION
75 function [ q f u n c t i o n ] = Q FUNCTION( some value ) ,
76





82 function [ average ] = AVERAGE( some vector ) ,
83




88 number o f t imes to avg on = 3∗10ˆ4;
89 data l ength = 64 ;
90 number channels = 64 ;
91 s q r t n o c h a n n e l s = sqrt ( number channels ) ;
92 data be fore norm = zeros ( data length , 2 ) ;
93 SNR = 0 : 8 ;






99 data be fore norm = grand ( data length , 2 , ’ uin ’ , 0 , 1 ) ;
100 random = rand ( data before norm , ’ normal ’ ) ;
101 for L = 1 : data length ,
102 i f random (L , 1 ) > 0 then
103 data be fore norm (L , 1 ) = 2∗ data be fore norm (L , 1 ) +1;
104 else data be fore norm (L , 1 ) = −1∗(2∗ data be fore norm (L , 1 ) +1) ;
105 end
106 i f random (L , 2 ) > 0 then
107 data be fore norm (L , 2 ) = 2∗ data be fore norm (L , 2 ) +1;
108 else data be fore norm (L , 2 ) = −1∗(2∗ data be fore norm (L , 2 ) +1) ;
109 end
110 end
111 norma l i za t i on = sqrt (10) ;
112 //−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
113 // DWT−OFDM, Haar f i l t e r s
114 //−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
115 wavelet = dbwavf ( ’ db1 ’ ) ; // i t i s Haar
116 [ l o w a n a l y s i s f i l t e r , h i g h a n a l y s i s f i l t e r , l o w s y n t h e s i s f i l t e r ,
h i g h s y n t h e s i s f i l t e r ] = o r t h f i l t ( wavelet ) ;
117 a n a l y s i s f i l t e r = [ l o w a n a l y s i s f i l t e r ; h i g h a n a l y s i s f i l t e r ] ;
118 F i r s t a n a l y s i s f i l t e r = a n a l y s i s f i l t e r ;
119 s y n t h e s i s f i l t e r = [ l o w s y n t h e s i s f i l t e r ; h i g h s y n t h e s i s f i l t e r ] ;
120 F i n a l s y n t h e s i s f i l t e r = s y n t h e s i s f i l t e r ;
121 //−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
122 no s tage s = 5 ;
123 f i l t e r l e n g t h = length ( a n a l y s i s f i l t e r ( 1 , : ) ) ;
124 //−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
125 data = ( data be fore norm ( 1 : data length , 1 ) + %i∗ data be fore norm ( 1 :
data length , 2 ) ) / norma l i za t i on ; // normal ized
126 //−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
127 // F i l t e r s
128 l o w f i l t e r = 1 ;
129 h i g h f i l t e r = 2 ;
130
131 ANALYSIS FILTERS = [ F i r s t a n a l y s i s f i l t e r ( l o w f i l t e r : h i g h f i l t e r , : ) ;
a n a l y s i s f i l t e r ( l o w f i l t e r : h i g h f i l t e r , : ) ] ;
132
133 SYNTHESIS FILTERS = [ F i n a l s y n t h e s i s f i l t e r ( l o w f i l t e r : h i g h f i l t e r , : ) ;
s y n t h e s i s f i l t e r ( l o w f i l t e r : h i g h f i l t e r , : ) ] ;
62
134 the idwt matr ix Haar = IDWT( data length , f i l t e r l e n g t h , no stages , f l i p d i m








142 counter1 = zeros ( 1 , 9 ) ;
143 for s i g n a l t o n o i s e r a t i o = 0 : 8 ,
144 for n o o f t i m e s t o a v g o n = 1 : number o f t imes to avg on ,
145
146 copy output IDWT Haar = output IDWT Haar ;
147 some constants = 1/ norma l i za t i on ∗sqrt (5/4∗10ˆ(−0.1∗
s i g n a l t o n o i s e r a t i o ) ) ;
148 // both r e a l and imag no i se have same power as r e g u l a r no i se ”one
d iment ina l no i se ” because nbarˆ2=nbar cˆ2=nbar s ˆ2
149
150 r e a l n o i s e = some constants ∗rand ( data length , 1 , ’ normal ’ ) ;
151 imag no i se = %i∗ some constants ∗rand ( data length , 1 , ’ normal ’ ) ;
152
153 copy output IDWT Haar = copy output IDWT Haar + r e a l n o i s e +
imag no i se ;
154
155 the dwt matr ix Haar = DWT( data length , f i l t e r l e n g t h , no stages ,
ANALYSIS FILTERS) ;
156
157 output DWT Haar = the dwt matr ix Haar ∗copy output IDWT Haar∗
norma l i za t i on ;
158 //−−−−−−−−
159 output DWT Haar1 ( 1 : data length , 1 ) = real ( output DWT Haar ) ;
160 output DWT Haar1 ( 1 : data length , 2 ) = imag( output DWT Haar ) ;
161 //−−−−−−−−
162 sign output DWT Haar = sign ( output DWT Haar1 ) ;
163 abs output DWT Haar = abs ( output DWT Haar1 ) ;
164 //−−−−−−−−
165 for L = 1 : data length ,
166
167 i f ( abs output DWT Haar (L , 1 ) < 2 & abs output DWT Haar (L , 2 ) < 2)
then
168 output DWT Haar (L , 1 ) = 1∗ sign output DWT Haar (L , 1 ) ;
169 output DWT Haar (L , 2 ) = 1∗ sign output DWT Haar (L , 2 ) ;
63
170
171 e l s e i f ( abs output DWT Haar (L , 1 ) >= 2 & abs output DWT Haar (L
, 2 ) < 2) then
172 output DWT Haar (L , 1 ) = 3∗ sign output DWT Haar (L , 1 ) ;
173 output DWT Haar (L , 2 ) = 1∗ sign output DWT Haar (L , 2 ) ;
174
175 e l s e i f ( abs output DWT Haar (L , 1 ) < 2 & abs output DWT Haar (L , 2 )
>= 2) then
176 output DWT Haar (L , 1 ) = 1∗ sign output DWT Haar (L , 1 ) ;
177 output DWT Haar (L , 2 ) = 3∗ sign output DWT Haar (L , 2 ) ;
178
179 e l s e i f ( abs output DWT Haar (L , 1 ) >= 2 & abs output DWT Haar (L
, 2 ) >= 2) then
180 output DWT Haar (L , 1 ) = 3∗ sign output DWT Haar (L , 1 ) ;
181 output DWT Haar (L , 2 ) = 3∗ sign output DWT Haar (L , 2 ) ;
182 end
183 //−−−−−−−−
184 i f ( ( output DWT Haar (L , 1 ) ˜= data be fore norm (L , 1 ) ) | (
output DWT Haar (L , 2 ) ˜= data be fore norm (L , 2 ) ) ) then
185 counter1 (1 , s i g n a l t o n o i s e r a t i o +1) = counter1 (1 ,
s i g n a l t o n o i s e r a t i o +1) + 1 ;
186 end // i f data1
187 end // f o r L
188 //−−−−−−−−
189 end // f o r n o o f t i m e s t o a v g o n
190 end // f o r s i g n a l t o n o i s e r a t i o
191
192 b i t e r r o r r a t e 1 = counter1 /(4∗ data l ength ∗ number o f t imes to avg on ) ;
193 s i g n a l t o n o i s e r a t i o = 0 :8
194 // the t h e o r y t i c a l r e s u l t s
195 Q = Q FUNCTION( sqrt ( 8/10∗ ( 10 . ˆ ( s i g n a l t o n o i s e r a t i o /10) ) ) ) ;
196 // sigma ˆ2 = 5/(4∗SNR b)
197 QAM16 = (3∗Q − 9/4∗Qˆ2) /4 ;
198 // Plo t us ing Tikz :
199 fd = mopen( ’ \Users \Tassniem\Documents/TikZ/ f i g u r e 2 / f i g u r e 2 . tex ’ , ’wt ’ ) ;
200 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ \documentclass { a r t i c l e } ’ ) ;
201 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ \usepackage { t i k z } ’ ) ;
202 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ \usepackage { p g f p l o t s } ’ ) ;
203 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ \begin {document} ’ ) ;
204 //−−−−−−−−
205 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ \begin { cente r } ’ ) ;
206 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ \begin { t i k z p i c t u r e } ’ ) ;
207 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ \begin { s emi l ogyax i s } [ ’ ) ;
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208 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ x l a b e l=SNR(dB) , ’ ) ;
209 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ y l a b e l={BEP} ] ’ ) ;
210 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ \ addplot [ c o l o r=black , mark=t r i a n g l e ] ’ ) ;
211 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ c oo rd ina t e s { ’ ) ;
212 for s i g n a l t o n o i s e r a t i o = 0 : 8 ,
213 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s %d %s %. 6 f %s \n ’ , ’ ( ’ , s i g n a l t o n o i s e r a t i o , ’ , ’ , QAM16
(1 , s i g n a l t o n o i s e r a t i o +1) , ’ ) ’ ) ;
214 end
215 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ } ; ’ ) ;
216 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ \ addplot [ c o l o r=black , mark=o ] ’ ) ;
217 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ c oo rd ina t e s { ’ ) ;
218 for s i g n a l t o n o i s e r a t i o = 0 : 8 ,
219 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s %d %s %. 6 f %s \n ’ , ’ ( ’ , s i g n a l t o n o i s e r a t i o , ’ , ’ ,
b i t e r r o r r a t e 1 (1 , s i g n a l t o n o i s e r a t i o +1) , ’ ) ’ ) ;
220 end
221 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ } ; ’ ) ;
222 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ \ l egend {Numerical \\ Simulated \\} ’ ) ;
223 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ \end{ s emi l ogyax i s } ’ ) ;
224 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ \end{ t i k z p i c t u r e } ’ ) ;
225 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ \end{ cente r } ’ ) ;
226 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ \end{document} ’ ) ;
227 mclose ( fd ) ;
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A.1.3 DWT-based OFDM, with D-6 filters.
1 c l c
2 clear
3 //−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
4 //CIRCULAR SHIFT BY TWO
5 function [ s h i f t e d s e q u e n c e ] = CIRCULAR SHIFT BY TWO(
t o b e s h i f t e d s e q u e n c e ) ,
6
7 t o b e s h i f t e d s e q u e n c e l e n g t h = length ( t o b e s h i f t e d s e q u e n c e ) ;
8
9 s h i f t e d s e q u e n c e = [ t o b e s h i f t e d s e q u e n c e (1 ,
t o b e s h i f t e d s e q u e n c e l e n g t h −1: t o b e s h i f t e d s e q u e n c e l e n g t h ) ,




13 // MATRIX EVALUATION
14 function [ mat r i x eva lua t i on ] = MATRIX EVALUATION( t rans f o rmat i on l ength ,
f i l t e r s ) ,
15 [ r , c ] = s ize ( f i l t e r s ) ;
16 mat r i x eva lua t i on = zeros ( t rans f o rmat i on l ength , t r an s f o rmat i on l eng th )
;
17
18 mat r i x eva lua t i on ( 1 , 1 : c ) = f i l t e r s ( 1 , 1 : c ) ;
19 mat r i x eva lua t i on (1+ t ran s f o rmat i on l eng th /2 , 1 : c ) = f i l t e r s ( 2 , 1 : c ) ;
20
21 for row = 2 : t r an s f o rmat i on l eng th /2 ,
22 mat r i x eva lua t i on ( row , 1 : c ) = CIRCULAR SHIFT BY TWO(
matr ix eva lua t i on ( row−1 ,1: c ) ) ;
23 mat r i x eva lua t i on ( row+tran s f o rmat i on l eng th /2 , 1 : c ) =
CIRCULAR SHIFT BY TWO( matr ix eva lua t i on ( row−1+





28 function [ dwt matrix ] = DWT( data length , f i l t e r l e n g t h , no stages , f i l t e r s ) ,
29
30 dwt matrix = eye ( data length , data l ength ) ;
31
32 i f no s tage s > 1 then
33
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34 dwt matrix ( 1 : da ta l ength /2ˆ no stages , 1 : da ta l ength /2ˆ no s tage s ) =
MATRIX EVALUATION( data l ength /2ˆ no stages , [ f i l t e r s ( 3 : 4 , : ) , zeros
(2 , da ta l ength /2ˆ no stages− f i l t e r l e n g t h ) ] ) ;
35
36 i f no s tage s > 2 then
37 for s tage = no stages −1:−1:2 ,
38 mat r i x i = MATRIX EVALUATION( data l ength /2ˆ stage , [ f i l t e r s ( 3 : 4 , : ) ,
zeros (2 , da ta l ength /2ˆ stage− f i l t e r l e n g t h ) ] ) ;
39 dwt matrix ( 1 : da ta l ength /2ˆ( s tage +1) , 1 : da ta l ength /2ˆ s tage ) =
dwt matrix ( 1 : da ta l ength /2ˆ( s tage +1) , 1 : da ta l ength /2ˆ( s tage +1)
) ∗mat r i x i ( 1 : da ta l ength /2ˆ( s tage +1) , 1 : da ta l ength /2ˆ s tage ) ;
40 dwt matrix ( data l ength /2ˆ s tage /2+1: data l ength /2ˆ stage , 1 :
da ta l ength /2ˆ s tage ) = m at r i x i ( da ta l ength /2ˆ s tage /2+1:




44 mat r i x i = MATRIX EVALUATION( data length , [ f i l t e r s ( 1 : 2 , : ) , zeros (2 ,
data length− f i l t e r l e n g t h ) ] ) ;
45 dwt matrix ( 1 : da ta l ength /2 , 1 : da ta l ength ) = dwt matrix ( 1 : da ta l ength
/2 , 1 : da ta l ength /2) ∗mat r i x i ( 1 : da ta l ength /2 , 1 : da ta l ength ) ;
46 dwt matrix ( data l ength /2+1: data length , 1 : da ta l ength ) = mat r i x i (




50 function [ idwt matr ix ] = IDWT( data length , f i l t e r l e n g t h , no stages , f i l t e r s
) ,
51
52 idwt matr ix = eye ( data length , da ta l ength ) ;
53
54 i f no s tage s > 1 then
55 idwt matr ix ( 1 : da ta l ength /2ˆ no stages , 1 : da ta l ength /2ˆ no s tage s ) =
MATRIX EVALUATION( data l ength /2ˆ no stages , [ f i l t e r s ( 3 : 4 , : ) , zeros
(2 , da ta l ength /2ˆ no stages− f i l t e r l e n g t h ) ] ) ;
56
57 i f no s tage s > 2 then
58 for s tage = no stages −1:−1:2 ,
59
60 mat r i x i = MATRIX EVALUATION( data l ength /2ˆ stage , [ f i l t e r s
( 3 : 4 , : ) , zeros (2 , da ta l ength /2ˆ stage− f i l t e r l e n g t h ) ] ) ;
67
61 idwt matr ix ( 1 : da ta l ength /2ˆ( s tage +1) , 1 : da ta l ength /2ˆ s tage ) =
idwt matr ix ( 1 : da ta l ength /2ˆ( s tage +1) , 1 : da ta l ength /2ˆ( s tage
+1) ) ∗mat r i x i ( 1 : da ta l ength /2ˆ( s tage +1) , 1 : da ta l ength /2ˆ
s tage ) ;
62 idwt matr ix ( data l ength /2ˆ s tage /2+1: data l ength /2ˆ stage , 1 :
da ta l ength /2ˆ s tage ) = m at r i x i ( da ta l ength /2ˆ s tage /2+1:




66 mat r i x i = MATRIX EVALUATION( data length , [ f i l t e r s ( 1 : 2 , : ) , zeros (2 ,
data length− f i l t e r l e n g t h ) ] ) ;
67 idwt matr ix ( 1 : da ta l ength /2 , 1 : da ta l ength ) = idwt matr ix ( 1 :
da ta l ength /2 , 1 : da ta l ength /2) ∗mat r i x i ( 1 : da ta l ength /2 , 1 :
da ta l ength ) ;
68 idwt matr ix ( data l ength /2+1: data length , 1 : da ta l ength ) = mat r i x i (
da ta l ength /2+1: data length , 1 : da ta l ength ) ;
69
70 idwt matr ix = idwt matr ix . ’ ;
71 endfunction
72 //−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
73 // Q FUNCTION
74 function [ q f u n c t i o n ] = Q FUNCTION( some value ) ,
75





81 function [ average ] = AVERAGE( some vector ) ,
82




87 number o f t imes to avg on = 3∗10ˆ4;
88 data l ength = 64 ;
89 number channels = 64 ;
90 s q r t n o c h a n n e l s = sqrt ( number channels ) ;
91 data be fore norm = zeros ( data length , 2 ) ;
92 SNR = 0 : 8 ;






98 data be fore norm = grand ( data length , 2 , ’ uin ’ , 0 , 1 ) ;
99 random = rand ( data before norm , ’ normal ’ ) ;
100 for L = 1 : data length ,
101 i f random (L , 1 ) > 0 then
102 data be fore norm (L , 1 ) = 2∗ data be fore norm (L , 1 ) +1;
103 else data be fore norm (L , 1 ) = −1∗(2∗ data be fore norm (L , 1 ) +1) ;
104 end
105 i f random (L , 2 ) > 0 then
106 data be fore norm (L , 2 ) = 2∗ data be fore norm (L , 2 ) +1;
107 else data be fore norm (L , 2 ) = −1∗(2∗ data be fore norm (L , 2 ) +1) ;
108 end
109 end
110 norma l i za t i on = sqrt (10) ;
111 //−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
112 // DWT−OFDM, D−6 f i l t e r s
113 //−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
114 wavelet = dbwavf ( ’ db3 ’ ) ; // i t i s D−6
115 [ l o w a n a l y s i s f i l t e r , h i g h a n a l y s i s f i l t e r , l o w s y n t h e s i s f i l t e r ,
h i g h s y n t h e s i s f i l t e r ] = o r t h f i l t ( wavelet ) ;
116 a n a l y s i s f i l t e r = [ l o w a n a l y s i s f i l t e r ; h i g h a n a l y s i s f i l t e r ] ;
117 F i r s t a n a l y s i s f i l t e r = a n a l y s i s f i l t e r ;
118 s y n t h e s i s f i l t e r = [ l o w s y n t h e s i s f i l t e r ; h i g h s y n t h e s i s f i l t e r ] ;
119 F i n a l s y n t h e s i s f i l t e r = s y n t h e s i s f i l t e r ;
120 //−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
121 no s tage s = 3 ;
122 f i l t e r l e n g t h = length ( a n a l y s i s f i l t e r ( 1 , : ) ) ;
123 //−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
124 data = ( data be fore norm ( 1 : data length , 1 ) + %i∗ data be fore norm ( 1 :
data length , 2 ) ) / norma l i za t i on ; // normal ized
125 //−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
126 // F i l t e r s
127 l o w f i l t e r = 1 ;
128 h i g h f i l t e r = 2 ;
129
130 ANALYSIS FILTERS = [ F i r s t a n a l y s i s f i l t e r ( l o w f i l t e r : h i g h f i l t e r , : ) ;
a n a l y s i s f i l t e r ( l o w f i l t e r : h i g h f i l t e r , : ) ] ;
131
132 SYNTHESIS FILTERS = [ F i n a l s y n t h e s i s f i l t e r ( l o w f i l t e r : h i g h f i l t e r , : ) ;
s y n t h e s i s f i l t e r ( l o w f i l t e r : h i g h f i l t e r , : ) ] ;
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133 the idwt matr ix D6 = IDWT( data length , f i l t e r l e n g t h , no stages , f l i p d i m (








141 counter1 = zeros ( 1 , 9 ) ;
142
143 for s i g n a l t o n o i s e r a t i o = 0 : 8 ,
144 for n o o f t i m e s t o a v g o n = 1 : number o f t imes to avg on ,
145
146 copy output IDWT D6 = output IDWT D6 ;
147 some constants = 1/ norma l i za t i on ∗sqrt (5/4∗10ˆ(−0.1∗
s i g n a l t o n o i s e r a t i o ) ) ;
148 // both r e a l and imag no i se have same power as r e g u l a r no i se ”one
d iment ina l no i se ” because nbarˆ2=nbar cˆ2=nbar s ˆ2
149 r e a l n o i s e = some constants ∗rand ( data length , 1 , ’ normal ’ ) ;
150 imag no i se = %i∗ some constants ∗rand ( data length , 1 , ’ normal ’ ) ;
151
152 copy output IDWT D6 = copy output IDWT D6 + r e a l n o i s e + imag no i se
;
153
154 the dwt matrix D6 = DWT( data length , f i l t e r l e n g t h , no stages ,
ANALYSIS FILTERS) ;
155
156 output DWT D6 = the dwt matrix D6 ∗copy output IDWT D6∗ norma l i za t i on
;
157 //−−−−−−−−
158 output DWT D61 ( 1 : data length , 1 ) = real (output DWT D6) ;
159 output DWT D61 ( 1 : data length , 2 ) = imag(output DWT D6) ;
160 //−−−−−−−−
161 sign output DWT D6 = sign ( output DWT D61) ;
162 abs output DWT D6 = abs ( output DWT D61) ;
163 //−−−−−−−−
164 for L = 1 : data length ,
165
166 i f ( abs output DWT D6 (L , 1 ) < 2 & abs output DWT D6 (L , 2 ) < 2) then
167 output DWT D6(L , 1 ) = 1∗ sign output DWT D6 (L , 1 ) ;
168 output DWT D6(L , 2 ) = 1∗ sign output DWT D6 (L , 2 ) ;
169
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170 e l s e i f ( abs output DWT D6 (L , 1 ) >= 2 & abs output DWT D6 (L , 2 ) <
2) then
171 output DWT D6(L , 1 ) = 3∗ sign output DWT D6 (L , 1 ) ;
172 output DWT D6(L , 2 ) = 1∗ sign output DWT D6 (L , 2 ) ;
173
174 e l s e i f ( abs output DWT D6 (L , 1 ) < 2 & abs output DWT D6 (L , 2 ) >=
2) then
175 output DWT D6(L , 1 ) = 1∗ sign output DWT D6 (L , 1 ) ;
176 output DWT D6(L , 2 ) = 3∗ sign output DWT D6 (L , 2 ) ;
177
178 e l s e i f ( abs output DWT D6 (L , 1 ) >= 2 & abs output DWT D6 (L , 2 ) >=
2) then
179 output DWT D6(L , 1 ) = 3∗ sign output DWT D6 (L , 1 ) ;
180 output DWT D6(L , 2 ) = 3∗ sign output DWT D6 (L , 2 ) ;
181 end
182 //−−−−−−−−
183 i f ( (output DWT D6(L , 1 ) ˜= data be fore norm (L , 1 ) ) | (
output DWT D6(L , 2 ) ˜= data be fore norm (L , 2 ) ) ) then
184 counter1 (1 , s i g n a l t o n o i s e r a t i o +1) = counter1 (1 ,
s i g n a l t o n o i s e r a t i o +1) + 1 ;
185 end // i f data1
186 end // f o r L
187 //−−−−−−−−
188 end // f o r n o o f t i m e s t o a v g o n
189 end // f o r s i g n a l t o n o i s e r a t i o
190
191 b i t e r r o r r a t e 1 = counter1 /(4∗ data l ength ∗ number o f t imes to avg on ) ;
192 s i g n a l t o n o i s e r a t i o = 0 :8
193 // the t h e o r y t i c a l r e s u l t s
194 Q = Q FUNCTION( sqrt ( 8/10∗ ( 10 . ˆ ( s i g n a l t o n o i s e r a t i o /10) ) ) ) ;
195 // sigma ˆ2 = 5/(4∗SNR b)
196 QAM16 = (3∗Q − 9/4∗Qˆ2) /4 ;
197 // Plo t us ing Tikz :
198 fd = mopen( ’ \Users \Tassniem\Documents/TikZ/ f i g u r e 3 / f i g u r e 3 . tex ’ , ’wt ’ ) ;
199 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ \documentclass { a r t i c l e } ’ ) ;
200 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ \usepackage { t i k z } ’ ) ;
201 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ \usepackage { p g f p l o t s } ’ ) ;
202 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ \begin {document} ’ ) ;
203 //−−−−−−−−
204 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ \begin { cente r } ’ ) ;
205 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ \begin { t i k z p i c t u r e } ’ ) ;
206 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ \begin { s emi l ogyax i s } [ ’ ) ;
207 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ x l a b e l=SNR(dB) , ’ ) ;
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208 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ y l a b e l={BEP} ] ’ ) ;
209 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ \ addplot [ c o l o r=black , mark=t r i a n g l e ] ’ ) ;
210 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ c oo rd ina t e s { ’ ) ;
211 for s i g n a l t o n o i s e r a t i o = 0 : 8 ,
212 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s %d %s %. 6 f %s \n ’ , ’ ( ’ , s i g n a l t o n o i s e r a t i o , ’ , ’ , QAM16
(1 , s i g n a l t o n o i s e r a t i o +1) , ’ ) ’ ) ;
213 end
214 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ } ; ’ ) ;
215 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ \ addplot [ c o l o r=black , mark=o ] ’ ) ;
216 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ c oo rd ina t e s { ’ ) ;
217 for s i g n a l t o n o i s e r a t i o = 0 : 8 ,
218 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s %d %s %. 6 f %s \n ’ , ’ ( ’ , s i g n a l t o n o i s e r a t i o , ’ , ’ ,
b i t e r r o r r a t e 1 (1 , s i g n a l t o n o i s e r a t i o +1) , ’ ) ’ ) ;
219 end
220 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ } ; ’ ) ;
221 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ \ l egend {Numerical \\ Simulated \\} ’ ) ;
222 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ \end{ s emi l ogyax i s } ’ ) ;
223 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ \end{ t i k z p i c t u r e } ’ ) ;
224 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ \end{ cente r } ’ ) ;
225 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ \end{document} ’ ) ;
226 mclose ( fd ) ;
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A.1.4 DT-CWT-based OFDM, with q-shift filters.
1 c l c
2 clear
3 //−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
4 //CIRCULAR SHIFT BY TWO
5 function [ s h i f t e d s e q u e n c e ] = CIRCULAR SHIFT BY TWO(
t o b e s h i f t e d s e q u e n c e ) ,
6
7 t o b e s h i f t e d s e q u e n c e l e n g t h = length ( t o b e s h i f t e d s e q u e n c e ) ;
8
9 s h i f t e d s e q u e n c e = [ t o b e s h i f t e d s e q u e n c e (1 ,
t o b e s h i f t e d s e q u e n c e l e n g t h −1: t o b e s h i f t e d s e q u e n c e l e n g t h ) ,




13 // MATRIX EVALUATION
14 function [ mat r i x eva lua t i on ] = MATRIX EVALUATION( t rans f o rmat i on l ength ,
f i l t e r s ) ,
15 [ r , c ] = s ize ( f i l t e r s ) ;
16 mat r i x eva lua t i on = zeros ( t rans f o rmat i on l ength , t r an s f o rmat i on l eng th )
;
17
18 mat r i x eva lua t i on ( 1 , 1 : c ) = f i l t e r s ( 1 , 1 : c ) ;
19 mat r i x eva lua t i on (1+ t ran s f o rmat i on l eng th /2 , 1 : c ) = f i l t e r s ( 2 , 1 : c ) ;
20
21 for row = 2 : t r an s f o rmat i on l eng th /2 ,
22 mat r i x eva lua t i on ( row , 1 : c ) = CIRCULAR SHIFT BY TWO(
matr ix eva lua t i on ( row−1 ,1: c ) ) ;
23 mat r i x eva lua t i on ( row+tran s f o rmat i on l eng th /2 , 1 : c ) =
CIRCULAR SHIFT BY TWO( matr ix eva lua t i on ( row−1+





28 function [ dwt matrix ] = DWT( data length , f i l t e r l e n g t h , no stages , f i l t e r s ) ,
29
30 dwt matrix = eye ( data length , data l ength ) ;
31
32 i f no s tage s > 1 then
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33 dwt matrix ( 1 : da ta l ength /2ˆ no stages , 1 : da ta l ength /2ˆ no s tage s ) =
MATRIX EVALUATION( data l ength /2ˆ no stages , [ f i l t e r s ( 3 : 4 , : ) , zeros
(2 , da ta l ength /2ˆ no stages− f i l t e r l e n g t h ) ] ) ;
34
35 i f no s tage s > 2 then
36 for s tage = no stages −1:−1:2 ,
37 mat r i x i = MATRIX EVALUATION( data l ength /2ˆ stage , [ f i l t e r s ( 3 : 4 , : ) ,
zeros (2 , da ta l ength /2ˆ stage− f i l t e r l e n g t h ) ] ) ;
38 dwt matrix ( 1 : da ta l ength /2ˆ( s tage +1) , 1 : da ta l ength /2ˆ s tage ) =
dwt matrix ( 1 : da ta l ength /2ˆ( s tage +1) , 1 : da ta l ength /2ˆ( s tage +1)
) ∗mat r i x i ( 1 : da ta l ength /2ˆ( s tage +1) , 1 : da ta l ength /2ˆ s tage ) ;
39 dwt matrix ( data l ength /2ˆ s tage /2+1: data l ength /2ˆ stage , 1 :
da ta l ength /2ˆ s tage ) = m at r i x i ( da ta l ength /2ˆ s tage /2+1:




43 mat r i x i = MATRIX EVALUATION( data length , [ f i l t e r s ( 1 : 2 , : ) , zeros (2 ,
data length− f i l t e r l e n g t h ) ] ) ;
44 dwt matrix ( 1 : da ta l ength /2 , 1 : da ta l ength ) = dwt matrix ( 1 : da ta l ength
/2 , 1 : da ta l ength /2) ∗mat r i x i ( 1 : da ta l ength /2 , 1 : da ta l ength ) ;
45 dwt matrix ( data l ength /2+1: data length , 1 : da ta l ength ) = mat r i x i (





50 function [ idwt matr ix ] = IDWT( data length , f i l t e r l e n g t h , no stages , f i l t e r s
) ,
51
52 idwt matr ix = eye ( data length , da ta l ength ) ;
53
54 i f no s tage s > 1 then
55
56 idwt matr ix ( 1 : da ta l ength /2ˆ no stages , 1 : da ta l ength /2ˆ no s tage s ) =
MATRIX EVALUATION( data l ength /2ˆ no stages , [ f i l t e r s ( 3 : 4 , : ) , zeros
(2 , da ta l ength /2ˆ no stages− f i l t e r l e n g t h ) ] ) ;
57
58 i f no s tage s > 2 then
59 for s tage = no stages −1:−1:2 ,
60 mat r i x i = MATRIX EVALUATION( data l ength /2ˆ stage , [ f i l t e r s
( 3 : 4 , : ) , zeros (2 , da ta l ength /2ˆ stage− f i l t e r l e n g t h ) ] ) ;
74
61 idwt matr ix ( 1 : da ta l ength /2ˆ( s tage +1) , 1 : da ta l ength /2ˆ s tage ) =
idwt matr ix ( 1 : da ta l ength /2ˆ( s tage +1) , 1 : da ta l ength /2ˆ( s tage
+1) ) ∗mat r i x i ( 1 : da ta l ength /2ˆ( s tage +1) , 1 : da ta l ength /2ˆ
s tage ) ;
62 idwt matr ix ( data l ength /2ˆ s tage /2+1: data l ength /2ˆ stage , 1 :
da ta l ength /2ˆ s tage ) = m at r i x i ( da ta l ength /2ˆ s tage /2+1:




66 mat r i x i = MATRIX EVALUATION( data length , [ f i l t e r s ( 1 : 2 , : ) , zeros (2 ,
data length− f i l t e r l e n g t h ) ] ) ;
67 idwt matr ix ( 1 : da ta l ength /2 , 1 : da ta l ength ) = idwt matr ix ( 1 :
da ta l ength /2 , 1 : da ta l ength /2) ∗mat r i x i ( 1 : da ta l ength /2 , 1 :
da ta l ength ) ;
68 idwt matr ix ( data l ength /2+1: data length , 1 : da ta l ength ) = mat r i x i (
da ta l ength /2+1: data length , 1 : da ta l ength ) ;
69
70 idwt matr ix = idwt matr ix . ’ ;
71 endfunction
72 //−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
73 // Q FUNCTION
74 function [ q f u n c t i o n ] = Q FUNCTION( some value ) ,
75





81 function [ average ] = AVERAGE( some vector ) ,
82




87 number o f t imes to avg on = 3∗10ˆ4;
88 data l ength = 64 ;
89 number channels = 64 ;
90 s q r t n o c h a n n e l s = sqrt ( number channels ) ;
91 data be fore norm = zeros ( data length , 2 ) ;
92 SNR = 0 : 8 ;






98 data be fore norm = grand ( data length , 2 , ’ uin ’ , 0 , 1 ) ;
99 random = rand ( data before norm , ’ normal ’ ) ;
100 for L = 1 : data length ,
101 i f random (L , 1 ) > 0 then
102 data be fore norm (L , 1 ) = 2∗ data be fore norm (L , 1 ) +1;
103 else data be fore norm (L , 1 ) = −1∗(2∗ data be fore norm (L , 1 ) +1) ;
104 end
105 i f random (L , 2 ) > 0 then
106 data be fore norm (L , 2 ) = 2∗ data be fore norm (L , 2 ) +1;
107 else data be fore norm (L , 2 ) = −1∗(2∗ data be fore norm (L , 2 ) +1) ;
108 end
109 end
110 norma l i za t i on = sqrt (10) ;
111 //−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
112 // DT−CWT−OFDM, q−s h i f t f i l t e r s
113 //−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
114 [ F i r s t a n a l y s i s f i l t e r , F i n a l s y n t h e s i s f i l t e r ] = FSfarras ( ’ f ’ ) ;
115 [ a n a l y s i s f i l t e r , s y n t h e s i s f i l t e r ] = d u a l f i l t 1 ( ’ f ’ ) ;
116 //−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
117 no s tage s = 2 ;
118 f i l t e r l e n g t h = length ( a n a l y s i s f i l t e r ( 1 , : ) ) ;
119 //−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
120 data = ( data be fore norm ( 1 : data length , 1 ) + %i∗ data be fore norm ( 1 :
data length , 2 ) ) / norma l i za t i on ; // normal ized
121 //−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
122 // F i l t e r s
123 //−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
124 for t r e e n o = 1 : 2 ,
125 i f t r e e n o == 1 then
126 l o w f i l t e r = 1 ;
127 h i g h f i l t e r = 2 ;
128 e l s e i f t r e e n o == 2 then
129 l o w f i l t e r = 3 ;
130 h i g h f i l t e r = 4 ;
131 end // f o r e l s e i f
132 //−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
133
134 SYNTHESIS FILTERS = [ F i n a l s y n t h e s i s f i l t e r ( l o w f i l t e r : h i g h f i l t e r , : ) ;
s y n t h e s i s f i l t e r ( l o w f i l t e r : h i g h f i l t e r , : ) ] ;
135
76
136 the idwt matr ix = IDWT( data length , f i l t e r l e n g t h , no stages , f l i p d i m (





141 output IDWT = the idwt matr ix ∗data ;
142 //−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
143 // to s t o r e output o f both t r e e s
144 i f t r e e n o == 1 then
145 output IDWT upper = output IDWT ;
146 e l s e i f t r e e n o == 2 then
147 output IDWT lower = output IDWT ;
148 end // i f t r e e n o




153 counter = zeros ( 1 , 9 ) ;
154
155 for s i g n a l t o n o i s e r a t i o = 0 : 8 ,
156 for n o o f t i m e s t o a v g o n = 1 : number o f t imes to avg on ,
157
158 for t r e e n o = 1 : 2 ,
159 i f t r e e n o == 1 then
160 l o w f i l t e r = 1 ;
161 h i g h f i l t e r = 2 ;
162 copy output IDWT = output IDWT upper ;
163 e l s e i f t r e e n o == 2 then
164 l o w f i l t e r = 3 ;
165 h i g h f i l t e r = 4 ;
166 copy output IDWT = output IDWT lower ;
167 end // f o r e l s e i f
168
169 ANALYSIS FILTERS = [ F i r s t a n a l y s i s f i l t e r ( l o w f i l t e r : h i g h f i l t e r
, : ) ; a n a l y s i s f i l t e r ( l o w f i l t e r : h i g h f i l t e r , : ) ] ;
170
171
172 some constants = sqrt (1/4∗10ˆ(−0.1∗ s i g n a l t o n o i s e r a t i o ) ) ;
173 // both r e a l and imag no i se have same power as r e g u l a r no i se ”one
d iment ina l no i se ” because nbarˆ2=nbar cˆ2=nbar s ˆ2
174 r e a l n o i s e = some constants ∗rand ( data length , 1 , ’ normal ’ ) ;
175 imag no i se = %i∗ some constants ∗rand ( data length , 1 , ’ normal ’ ) ;
77
176
177 copy output IDWT = copy output IDWT + r e a l n o i s e + imag no i se ;
178
179 the dwt matr ix = DWT( data length , f i l t e r l e n g t h , no stages ,
ANALYSIS FILTERS) ;
180
181 output DWT = the dwt matr ix ∗copy output IDWT ;
182
183 i f t r e e n o == 1 then
184 output DWT upper = output DWT ;
185 e l s e i f t r e e n o == 2 then
186 output DWT lower = output DWT ;
187 end // i f t r e e n o
188 end // f o r t r e e n o
189 r e cons t ruc t ed data bo th = zeros ( data length , 1 ) ;
190 r e cons t ruc t ed data bo th = . 5∗ ( output DWT upper + output DWT lower ) ∗
norma l i za t i on ;
191 //−−−−−−−−
192 output DWT both = zeros ( data length , 2 ) ;
193 output DWT both ( 1 : data length , 1 ) = real ( r e cons t ruc t ed data bo th ) ;
194 output DWT both ( 1 : data length , 2 ) = imag( r e cons t ruc t ed data bo th ) ;
195 //−−−−−−−−
196 sign output DWT = zeros ( data length , 2 ) ;
197 abs output DWT = zeros ( data length , 2 ) ;
198
199 sign output DWT = sign ( output DWT both ) ;
200 abs output DWT = abs ( output DWT both ) ;
201 //−−−−−−−−
202 for L = 1 : data length ,
203
204 i f ( abs output DWT (L , 1 ) < 2 & abs output DWT (L , 2 ) < 2) then
205 output DWT both (L , 1 ) = 1∗ sign output DWT (L , 1 ) ;
206 output DWT both (L , 2 ) = 1∗ sign output DWT (L , 2 ) ;
207
208 e l s e i f ( abs output DWT (L , 1 ) >= 2 & abs output DWT (L , 2 ) < 2)
then
209 output DWT both (L , 1 ) = 3∗ sign output DWT (L , 1 ) ;
210 output DWT both (L , 2 ) = 1∗ sign output DWT (L , 2 ) ;
211
212 e l s e i f ( abs output DWT (L , 1 ) < 2 & abs output DWT (L , 2 ) >= 2)
then
213 output DWT both (L , 1 ) = 1∗ sign output DWT (L , 1 ) ;
214 output DWT both (L , 2 ) = 3∗ sign output DWT (L , 2 ) ;
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215
216 e l s e i f ( abs output DWT (L , 1 ) >= 2 & abs output DWT (L , 2 ) >= 2)
then
217 output DWT both (L , 1 ) = 3∗ sign output DWT (L , 1 ) ;
218 output DWT both (L , 2 ) = 3∗ sign output DWT (L , 2 ) ;
219 end
220 //−−−−−−−−
221 i f ( ( output DWT both (L , 1 ) ˜= data be fore norm (L , 1 ) ) | (
output DWT both (L , 2 ) ˜= data be fore norm (L , 2 ) ) ) then
222 counter (1 , s i g n a l t o n o i s e r a t i o +1) = counter (1 ,
s i g n a l t o n o i s e r a t i o +1) + 1 ;
223 end // i f
224 end // f o r L
225 //−−−−−−−−
226 end // f o r n o o f t i m e s t o a v g o n
227 end // f o r s i g n a l t o n o i s e r a t i o
228
229 b i t e r r o r r a t e = counter /(4∗ data l ength ∗ number o f t imes to avg on ) ;
230
231 s i g n a l t o n o i s e r a t i o = 0 :8
232
233 // the t h e o r y t i c a l r e s u l t s
234 Q = Q FUNCTION( sqrt ( 8/10∗ ( 10 . ˆ ( s i g n a l t o n o i s e r a t i o /10) ) ) ) ;
235 // sigma ˆ2 = 5/(4∗SNR b)
236 QAM16 = (3∗Q − 9/4∗Qˆ2) /4 ;
237 // Plo t us ing Tikz :
238 fd = mopen( ’ \Users \Tassniem\Documents/TikZ/ f i g u r e 4 / f i g u r e 4 . tex ’ , ’wt ’ ) ;
239 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ \documentclass { a r t i c l e } ’ ) ;
240 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ \usepackage { t i k z } ’ ) ;
241 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ \usepackage { p g f p l o t s } ’ ) ;
242 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ \begin {document} ’ ) ;
243 //−−−−−−−−
244 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ \begin { cente r } ’ ) ;
245 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ \begin { t i k z p i c t u r e } ’ ) ;
246 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ \begin { s emi l ogyax i s } [ ’ ) ;
247 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ x l a b e l=SNR(dB) , ’ ) ;
248 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ y l a b e l={BEP} ] ’ ) ;
249 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ \ addplot [ c o l o r=black , mark=t r i a n g l e ] ’ ) ;
250 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ c oo rd ina t e s { ’ ) ;
251 for s i g n a l t o n o i s e r a t i o = 0 : 8 ,
252 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s %d %s %. 6 f %s \n ’ , ’ ( ’ , s i g n a l t o n o i s e r a t i o , ’ , ’ , QAM16
(1 , s i g n a l t o n o i s e r a t i o +1) , ’ ) ’ ) ;
253 end
79
254 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ } ; ’ ) ;
255 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ \ addplot [ c o l o r=black , mark=o ] ’ ) ;
256 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ c oo rd ina t e s { ’ ) ;
257 for s i g n a l t o n o i s e r a t i o = 0 : 8 ,
258 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s %d %s %. 6 f %s \n ’ , ’ ( ’ , s i g n a l t o n o i s e r a t i o , ’ , ’ ,
b i t e r r o r r a t e (1 , s i g n a l t o n o i s e r a t i o +1) , ’ ) ’ ) ;
259 end
260 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ } ; ’ ) ;
261 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ \ l egend {Numerical \\ Simulated \\} ’ ) ;
262 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ \end{ s emi l ogyax i s } ’ ) ;
263 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ \end{ t i k z p i c t u r e } ’ ) ;
264 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ \end{ cente r } ’ ) ;
265 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ \end{document} ’ ) ;
266 mclose ( fd ) ;
80
A.2 Impulse Response, Frequency Response, and En-
ergy Spectral Density (ESD) Code for OFDM Al-
ternatives
A.2.1 FFT-based OFDM.




5 // Q FUNCTION
6 function [ q f u n c t i o n ] = Q FUNCTION( some value ) ,
7








16 // the t r a n s m i t t e r s i d e
17 //−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
18 //−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
19 // d a t a l e n g t h := data i s in symbols
20 data l ength = 64 ;
21 number channels = 64 ;
22 d e t f f t = number channels ;
23

















40 da ta in t ime = zeros (64 ,1 ) ;
41 da ta in t ime (1 , 1 ) = 1 ;
42 f f t o u t p u t = f f t ( da ta in t ime ) ;








51 // Plo t us ing Tikz :
52 fd = mopen( ’ \Users \Tassniem\Documents/TikZ/IR/FFT IR/FFT IR . tex ’ , ’wt ’ ) ;
53 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ \documentclass { a r t i c l e } ’ ) ;
54 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ \usepackage { t i k z } ’ ) ;
55 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ \usepackage { p g f p l o t s } ’ ) ;




60 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ \begin { cente r } ’ ) ;
61
62 n o r m a l i z a t i o n f f t o u t p u t = max(abs ( f f t o u t p u t ) )
63
64 norma l i za t i on t ime impu l s e = max(abs ( output DFT ) )
65
66 //−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
67 // Frequency Response
68 //−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
69
70 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ \begin { t i k z p i c t u r e } ’ ) ;
71 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ \begin { a x i s } [ ymax=1.1 , ymin=−0.1, ’ ) ;
72 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ x l a b e l=$\omega/2\ pi$ , ’ ) ;
73 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ y l a b e l= $\mathrm{Real }\{\Psi (\omega ) $ \} ] ’ ) ;
74
75 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ \ addplot [ c o l o r=black ] ’ ) ;
76 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ c oo rd ina t e s { ’ ) ;
77
78 for n = 1 : data length ,
82
79 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s %. 6 f %s %. 6 f %s \n ’ , ’ ( ’ , n/ data length , ’ , ’ , real (
f f t o u t p u t (n , 1 ) ) / n o r m a l i z a t i o n f f t o u t p u t , ’ ) ’ ) ;
80 end
81
82 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ } ; ’ ) ;
83
84 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ \end{ a x i s } ’ ) ;
85 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ \end{ t i k z p i c t u r e } ’ ) ;
86 //−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
87 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ \begin { t i k z p i c t u r e } ’ ) ;
88 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ \begin { a x i s } [ ymax=1.1 , ymin=−0.1, ’ ) ;
89 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ x l a b e l=$\omega/2\ pi$ , ’ ) ;
90 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ y l a b e l= $\mathrm{Imag}\{\Psi (\omega ) \}$ ] ’ ) ;
91
92 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ \ addplot [ c o l o r=black ] ’ ) ;
93 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ c oo rd ina t e s { ’ ) ;
94
95 for n = 1 : data length ,
96 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s %. 6 f %s %. 6 f %s \n ’ , ’ ( ’ , n/ data length , ’ , ’ , imag(
f f t o u t p u t (n , 1 ) ) / n o r m a l i z a t i o n f f t o u t p u t , ’ ) ’ ) ;
97 end
98
99 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ } ; ’ ) ;
100
101 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ \end{ a x i s } ’ ) ;
102 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ \end{ t i k z p i c t u r e } ’ ) ;
103 //−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
104 //−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
105 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ \begin { t i k z p i c t u r e } ’ ) ;
106 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ \begin { a x i s } [ ymax=1.1 , ymin=−0.1, ’ ) ;
107 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ x l a b e l=$\omega/2\ pi$ , ’ ) ;
108 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ y l a b e l= $ | \ Psi (\omega ) |ˆ2 $ ] ’ ) ;
109
110 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ \ addplot [ c o l o r=black ] ’ ) ;
111 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ c oo rd ina t e s { ’ ) ;
112
113 for n = 1 : data length ,
114 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s %. 6 f %s %. 6 f %s \n ’ , ’ ( ’ , n/ data length , ’ , ’ , f f t o u t p u t (
n , 1 ) ∗conj ( f f t o u t p u t (n , 1 ) ) / n o r m a l i z a t i o n f f t o u t p u t ˆ2 , ’ ) ’ ) ;
115 end
116
117 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ } ; ’ ) ;
118
83
119 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ \end{ a x i s } ’ ) ;
120 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ \end{ t i k z p i c t u r e } ’ ) ;
121 //−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
122 // Impulse Response
123 //−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
124 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ \newpage ’ ) ;
125 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ \begin { t i k z p i c t u r e } ’ ) ;
126 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ \begin { a x i s } [ ymax=1.1 , ymin=−0.1, ’ ) ;
127 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ x l a b e l=$t /64$ , ’ ) ;
128 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ y l a b e l= $\mathrm{Real }\{\ p s i ( t ) \}$ ] ’ ) ;
129
130 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ \ addplot [ c o l o r=black ] ’ ) ;
131 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ c oo rd ina t e s { ’ ) ;
132
133 for n = 1 : data length ,
134 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s %. 6 f %s %. 6 f %s \n ’ , ’ ( ’ , n/ data length , ’ , ’ , real (
output DFT (n , 1 ) ) / norma l i za t i on t ime impu l se , ’ ) ’ ) ;
135 end
136
137 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ } ; ’ ) ;
138
139 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ \end{ a x i s } ’ ) ;
140 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ \end{ t i k z p i c t u r e } ’ ) ;
141 //−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
142 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ \begin { t i k z p i c t u r e } ’ ) ;
143 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ \begin { a x i s } [ ymax=1.1 , ymin=−0.1, ’ ) ;
144 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ x l a b e l=$t /64$ , ’ ) ;
145 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ y l a b e l= $\mathrm{Imag}\{\ p s i ( t ) \}$ ] ’ ) ;
146
147 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ \ addplot [ c o l o r=black ] ’ ) ;
148 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ c oo rd ina t e s { ’ ) ;
149
150 for n = 1 : data length ,
151 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s %. 6 f %s %. 6 f %s \n ’ , ’ ( ’ , n/ data length , ’ , ’ , imag(
output DFT (n , 1 ) ) / norma l i za t i on t ime impu l se , ’ ) ’ ) ;
152 end
153
154 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ } ; ’ ) ;
155
156 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ \end{ a x i s } ’ ) ;




160 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ \begin { t i k z p i c t u r e } ’ ) ;
161 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ \begin { a x i s } [ ymax=1.1 , ymin=−0.1, ’ ) ;
162 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ x l a b e l=$t /64$ , ’ ) ;
163 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ y l a b e l= $ | \ p s i ( t ) | $ ] ’ ) ;
164
165 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ \ addplot [ c o l o r=black ] ’ ) ;
166 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ c oo rd ina t e s { ’ ) ;
167
168 for n = 1 : data length ,
169 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s %. 6 f %s %. 6 f %s \n ’ , ’ ( ’ , n/ data length , ’ , ’ , abs (
output DFT (n , 1 ) ) / norma l i za t i on t ime impu l se , ’ ) ’ ) ;
170 end
171
172 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ } ; ’ ) ;
173
174 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ \end{ a x i s } ’ ) ;






181 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ \end{ cente r } ’ ) ;
182 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ \end{document} ’ ) ;
183 mclose ( fd ) ;
85
A.2.2 DWT-based OFDM, with Haar filters.




5 //CIRCULAR SHIFT BY TWO
6 function [ s h i f t e d s e q u e n c e ] = CIRCULAR SHIFT BY TWO(
t o b e s h i f t e d s e q u e n c e ) ,
7
8 t o b e s h i f t e d s e q u e n c e l e n g t h = length ( t o b e s h i f t e d s e q u e n c e ) ;
9
10 s h i f t e d s e q u e n c e = [ t o b e s h i f t e d s e q u e n c e (1 ,
t o b e s h i f t e d s e q u e n c e l e n g t h −1: t o b e s h i f t e d s e q u e n c e l e n g t h ) ,





15 // DISCRETE WAVELET TRANSFORM MATRIX
16 function [ d i s c r e t e w a v e l e t t r a n s f o r m m a t r i x ] =
DISCRETE WAVELET TRANSFORM MATRIX( L o w f i l t e r , H i g h f i l t e r , zero padding
) ,
17
18 Length = length ( L o w f i l t e r ) + zero padding ;
19
20 d i s c r e t e w a v e l e t t r a n s f o r m m a t r i x = zeros ( Length , Length ) ;
21
22 d i s c r e t e w a v e l e t t r a n s f o r m m a t r i x ( 1 , 1 : Length ) = [ f l i p d i m ( L o w f i l t e r , 2 ) ,
zeros (1 , zero padding ) ] ;
23 d i s c r e t e w a v e l e t t r a n s f o r m m a t r i x (1+Length /2 , 1 : Length ) = [ f l i p d i m (
H i g h f i l t e r , 2 ) , zeros (1 , zero padding ) ] ;
24
25 for row = 2 : Length /2 ,
26 d i s c r e t e w a v e l e t t r a n s f o r m m a t r i x ( row , 1 : Length ) =
CIRCULAR SHIFT BY TWO( d i s c r e t e w a v e l e t t r a n s f o r m m a t r i x ( row
−1 ,1: Length ) ) ;
27 d i s c r e t e w a v e l e t t r a n s f o r m m a t r i x ( row+Length /2 , 1 : Length ) =
CIRCULAR SHIFT BY TWO( d i s c r e t e w a v e l e t t r a n s f o r m m a t r i x ( row−1+







33 // INVERSE DISCRETE WAVELET TRANSFORM MATRIX
34 function [ i n v e r s e d i s c r e t e w a v e l e t t r a n s f o r m m a t r i x ] =
INVERSE DISCRETE WAVELET TRANSFORM MATRIX( L o w f i l t e r , H i g h f i l t e r ,
zero padding ) ,
35
36 i n v e r s e d i s c r e t e w a v e l e t t r a n s f o r m m a t r i x =
DISCRETE WAVELET TRANSFORM MATRIX( L o w f i l t e r , H i g h f i l t e r ,





41 // Q FUNCTION
42 function [ q f u n c t i o n ] = Q FUNCTION( some value ) ,
43





49 wavelet = dbwavf ( ’ db1 ’ ) ; // i t i s db6
50 [ l o w a n a l y s i s f i l t e r , h i g h a n a l y s i s f i l t e r , l o w s y n t h e s i s f i l t e r ,
h i g h s y n t h e s i s f i l t e r ] = o r t h f i l t ( wavelet ) ;
51 a n a l y s i s f i l t e r = [ l o w a n a l y s i s f i l t e r ; h i g h a n a l y s i s f i l t e r ] ;
52 F i r s t a n a l y s i s f i l t e r = a n a l y s i s f i l t e r ;
53 s y n t h e s i s f i l t e r = [ l o w s y n t h e s i s f i l t e r ; h i g h s y n t h e s i s f i l t e r ] ;
54 F i n a l s y n t h e s i s f i l t e r = s y n t h e s i s f i l t e r ;
55 //−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
56 // [ F i r s t a n a l y s i s f i l t e r , F i n a l s y n t h e s i s f i l t e r ] = FSfarras ( ’ f ’ ) ;
57 // [ a n a l y s i s f i l t e r , s y n t h e s i s f i l t e r ] = d u a l f i l t 1 ( ’ f ’ ) ;
58 //−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
59 // s q u a r e r o o t h a l f = s q r t ( . 5 ) ;
60 // a n a l y s i s f i l t e r = [ s q u a r e r o o t h a l f , s q u a r e r o o t h a l f ; −
s q u a r e r o o t h a l f , s q u a r e r o o t h a l f ] ;
61 // F i r s t a n a l y s i s f i l t e r = a n a l y s i s f i l t e r ;
62 // s y n t h e s i s f i l t e r = [ s q u a r e r o o t h a l f , s q u a r e r o o t h a l f ;
s q u a r e r o o t h a l f , −s q u a r e r o o t h a l f ] ;
63 // F i n a l s y n t h e s i s f i l t e r = s y n t h e s i s f i l t e r ;
64 //−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
65 no s tage s = 4 ;









74 data = zeros ( data length , 1 ) ;
75 data (20 , 1) = 1 ;
76 norma l i za t i on = sqrt (10) ;








85 // Number o f data per branch
86 //−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
87 branch rate = zeros (1 , no s t age s +1) ; // to s t o r e # of e l e . per branch
88 branch rate (1 , 1 ) = data l ength /2ˆ no s tage s ;
89 for k = no s tage s :−1:1 ,
90 branch rate (1 , no s t age s+2−k ) = data l ength /2ˆk ;
91 end
92 cumsum branch rate = cumsum( branch rate ) ; // matrix to s t o r e the
cumula t ive sum up to k th elem .
93 //−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
94 data copy = zeros ( data length , 1 ) ;











106 for t r e e n o = 1 : 1 ,
107
108 i f t r e e n o == 1 then
88
109 l o w f i l t e r = 1 ;
110 h i g h f i l t e r = 2 ;
111 e l s e i f t r e e n o == 2 then
112 l o w f i l t e r = 3 ;
113 h i g h f i l t e r = 4 ;





119 data copy = data ; // data has to be o f even l e n g t h
120
121 //−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
122 // Stages from 1 : no s tages−1
123 //−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
124 cons t ruc t ed data ( 1 : cumsum branch rate (1 , 2 ) , 1 ) = data copy ( 1 :
cumsum branch rate (1 , 2 ) , 1 ) ;
125
126
127 for s tage = 1 : no stages −1,
128
129 // d a t a l e n g t h = cumsum branch rate (1 , s t a g e +1)
130 zero padding = abs ( cumsum branch rate (1 , s tage +1) − f i l t e r l e n g t h ) ;
131
132
133 cons t ruc t ed data ( 1 : cumsum branch rate (1 , s tage +1) ,1 ) =
INVERSE DISCRETE WAVELET TRANSFORM MATRIX( f l i p d i m (
s y n t h e s i s f i l t e r ( l o w f i l t e r , : ) , 2 ) , f l i p d i m ( s y n t h e s i s f i l t e r (
h i g h f i l t e r , : ) , 2 ) , zero padding ) ∗data copy ( 1 : cumsum branch rate (1 ,
s tage +1) ,1 ) ;
134 // f i l t e r s are f l i p p e d , due to us ing same f u n c t i o n o f the DWT, and they
have to be arranged in an i n v e r s e order .
135
136 data copy ( 1 : cumsum branch rate (1 , s tage +2) ,1 ) = [ cons t ruc t ed data ( 1 :
cumsum branch rate (1 , s tage +1) ,1 ) ; data copy ( cumsum branch rate (1 ,









144 zero padding = abs ( cumsum branch rate (1 , no s tage s +1) − f i l t e r l e n g t h ) ;
145
146
147 cons t ruc t ed data ( 1 : cumsum branch rate (1 , no s tage s +1) ,1 ) =
INVERSE DISCRETE WAVELET TRANSFORM MATRIX( f l i p d i m (
F i n a l s y n t h e s i s f i l t e r ( l o w f i l t e r , : ) , 2 ) , f l i p d i m (
F i n a l s y n t h e s i s f i l t e r ( h i g h f i l t e r , : ) , 2 ) , zero padding ) ∗data copy ( 1 :
cumsum branch rate (1 , no s tage s +1) ,1 ) ;
148 // f i l t e r s are f l i p p e d , due to us ing same f u n c t i o n o f the DWT, and they









157 // to s t o r e output o f both t r e e s
158 i f t r e e n o == 1 then
159 output t r e e1 = cons t ruc t ed data
160
161 e l s e i f t r e e n o == 2 then
162 output t r e e2 = cons t ruc t ed data
163
164 end // i f t r e e n o
165
166












179 // Plo t us ing Tikz :
180 fd = mopen( ’ \Users \Tassniem\Documents/TikZ/IR/DWT Haar IR/DWT Haar IR . tex
’ , ’wt ’ ) ;
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181 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ \documentclass { a r t i c l e } ’ ) ;
182 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ \usepackage { t i k z } ’ ) ;
183 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ \usepackage { p g f p l o t s } ’ ) ;
184 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ \begin {document} ’ ) ;
185
186
187 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ \begin { cente r } ’ ) ;
188
189
190 norma l i za t i on t ime1 = max(abs ( output t r e e1 ) )
191
192 n o r m a l i z a t i o n f r e q 1 = max(abs ( f f t o u t p u t t r e e 1 ) )
193
194 //−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
195 // i m p u l s e r e s p o n s e in Frequency
196 //−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
197
198 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ \begin { t i k z p i c t u r e } ’ ) ;
199 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ \begin { a x i s } [ ’ ) ;
200 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ x l a b e l=$\omega/2\ pi$ , ’ ) ;
201 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ y l a b e l= $\mathrm{Real }\{\Psi h (\omega ) \}$ ] ’ ) ;
202
203 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ \ addplot [ c o l o r=black ] ’ ) ;
204 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ c oo rd ina t e s { ’ ) ;
205
206 for n = 1 : data length ,
207 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s %. 6 f %s %. 6 f %s \n ’ , ’ ( ’ , n/ data length , ’ , ’ , real (
f f t o u t p u t t r e e 1 (n , 1 ) ) / no rma l i z a t i on f r eq1 , ’ ) ’ ) ;
208 end
209
210 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ } ; ’ ) ;
211
212 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ \end{ a x i s } ’ ) ;
213 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ \end{ t i k z p i c t u r e } ’ ) ;
214 //−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
215 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ \begin { t i k z p i c t u r e } ’ ) ;
216 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ \begin { a x i s } [ ’ ) ;
217 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ x l a b e l=$\omega/2\ pi$ , ’ ) ;
218 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ y l a b e l= $\mathrm{Imag}\{\Psi h (\omega ) \}$ ] ’ ) ;
219
220 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ \ addplot [ c o l o r=black ] ’ ) ;
221 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ c oo rd ina t e s { ’ ) ;
222
91
223 for n = 1 : data length ,
224 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s %. 6 f %s %. 6 f %s \n ’ , ’ ( ’ , n/ data length , ’ , ’ , imag(
f f t o u t p u t t r e e 1 (n , 1 ) ) / no rma l i z a t i on f r eq1 , ’ ) ’ ) ;
225 end
226
227 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ } ; ’ ) ;
228
229 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ \end{ a x i s } ’ ) ;
230 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ \end{ t i k z p i c t u r e } ’ ) ;
231
232 //−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
233 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ \begin { t i k z p i c t u r e } ’ ) ;
234 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ \begin { a x i s } [ ’ ) ;
235 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ x l a b e l=$\omega/2\ pi$ , ’ ) ;
236 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ y l a b e l= $ | \ Psi h (\omega ) |ˆ2 $ ] ’ ) ;
237
238 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ \ addplot [ c o l o r=black ] ’ ) ;
239 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ c oo rd ina t e s { ’ ) ;
240
241 for n = 1 : data length ,
242 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s %. 6 f %s %. 6 f %s \n ’ , ’ ( ’ , n/ data length , ’ , ’ , (abs (
f f t o u t p u t t r e e 1 (n , 1 ) ) ) ˆ2/ n o r m a l i z a t i o n f r e q 1 ˆ2 , ’ ) ’ ) ;
243 end
244
245 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ } ; ’ ) ;
246
247 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ \end{ a x i s } ’ ) ;
248 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ \end{ t i k z p i c t u r e } ’ ) ;
249 //−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
250




255 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ \newpage ’ ) ;
256 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ \begin { t i k z p i c t u r e } ’ ) ;
257 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ \begin { a x i s } [ ’ ) ;
258 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ x l a b e l= $t /64$ , ’ ) ;
259 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ y l a b e l= $\mathrm{Real }\{\ p s i h ( t ) \}$ ] ’ ) ;
260
261 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ \ addplot [ c o l o r=black ] ’ ) ;
262 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ c oo rd ina t e s { ’ ) ;
263
92
264 for n = 1 : data length ,
265 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s %. 6 f %s %. 6 f %s \n ’ , ’ ( ’ , n/ data length , ’ , ’ , real (
output t r e e1 (n , 1 ) ) / normal i zat ion t ime1 , ’ ) ’ ) ;
266 end
267
268 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ } ; ’ ) ;
269
270 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ \end{ a x i s } ’ ) ;
271 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ \end{ t i k z p i c t u r e } ’ ) ;
272 //−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
273 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ \begin { t i k z p i c t u r e } ’ ) ;
274 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ \begin { a x i s } [ ymax=1.1 , ymin=−0.1, ’ ) ;
275 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ x l a b e l= $t /64$ , ’ ) ;
276 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ y l a b e l= $\mathrm{Imag}\{\ p s i h ( t ) \}$ ] ’ ) ;
277
278 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ \ addplot [ c o l o r=black ] ’ ) ;
279 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ c oo rd ina t e s { ’ ) ;
280
281 for n = 1 : data length ,
282 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s %. 6 f %s %. 6 f %s \n ’ , ’ ( ’ , n/ data length , ’ , ’ , imag(
output t r e e1 (n , 1 ) ) / normal i zat ion t ime1 , ’ ) ’ ) ;
283 end
284
285 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ } ; ’ ) ;
286
287 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ \end{ a x i s } ’ ) ;
288 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ \end{ t i k z p i c t u r e } ’ ) ;
289 //−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
290 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ \begin { t i k z p i c t u r e } ’ ) ;
291 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ \begin { a x i s } [ ’ ) ;
292 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ x l a b e l=$t /64$ , ’ ) ;
293 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ y l a b e l= $ | \ p s i h ( t ) | $ ] ’ ) ;
294
295 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ \ addplot [ c o l o r=black ] ’ ) ;
296 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ c oo rd ina t e s { ’ ) ;
297
298 for n = 1 : data length ,
299 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s %. 6 f %s %. 6 f %s \n ’ , ’ ( ’ , n/ data length , ’ , ’ , abs (
output t r e e1 (n , 1 ) ) / normal i zat ion t ime1 , ’ ) ’ ) ;
300 end
301
302 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ } ; ’ ) ;
303 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ \end{ a x i s } ’ ) ;
93




308 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ \end{ cente r } ’ ) ;
309 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ \end{document} ’ ) ;
310 mclose ( fd ) ;
94
A.2.3 DWT-based OFDM, with D-6 filters.




5 //CIRCULAR SHIFT BY TWO
6 function [ s h i f t e d s e q u e n c e ] = CIRCULAR SHIFT BY TWO(
t o b e s h i f t e d s e q u e n c e ) ,
7
8 t o b e s h i f t e d s e q u e n c e l e n g t h = length ( t o b e s h i f t e d s e q u e n c e ) ;
9
10 s h i f t e d s e q u e n c e = [ t o b e s h i f t e d s e q u e n c e (1 ,
t o b e s h i f t e d s e q u e n c e l e n g t h −1: t o b e s h i f t e d s e q u e n c e l e n g t h ) ,





15 // DISCRETE WAVELET TRANSFORM MATRIX
16 function [ d i s c r e t e w a v e l e t t r a n s f o r m m a t r i x ] =
DISCRETE WAVELET TRANSFORM MATRIX( L o w f i l t e r , H i g h f i l t e r , zero padding
) ,
17
18 Length = length ( L o w f i l t e r ) + zero padding ;
19
20 d i s c r e t e w a v e l e t t r a n s f o r m m a t r i x = zeros ( Length , Length ) ;
21
22 d i s c r e t e w a v e l e t t r a n s f o r m m a t r i x ( 1 , 1 : Length ) = [ f l i p d i m ( L o w f i l t e r , 2 ) ,
zeros (1 , zero padding ) ] ;
23 d i s c r e t e w a v e l e t t r a n s f o r m m a t r i x (1+Length /2 , 1 : Length ) = [ f l i p d i m (
H i g h f i l t e r , 2 ) , zeros (1 , zero padding ) ] ;
24
25 for row = 2 : Length /2 ,
26 d i s c r e t e w a v e l e t t r a n s f o r m m a t r i x ( row , 1 : Length ) =
CIRCULAR SHIFT BY TWO( d i s c r e t e w a v e l e t t r a n s f o r m m a t r i x ( row
−1 ,1: Length ) ) ;
27 d i s c r e t e w a v e l e t t r a n s f o r m m a t r i x ( row+Length /2 , 1 : Length ) =
CIRCULAR SHIFT BY TWO( d i s c r e t e w a v e l e t t r a n s f o r m m a t r i x ( row−1+







33 // INVERSE DISCRETE WAVELET TRANSFORM MATRIX
34 function [ i n v e r s e d i s c r e t e w a v e l e t t r a n s f o r m m a t r i x ] =
INVERSE DISCRETE WAVELET TRANSFORM MATRIX( L o w f i l t e r , H i g h f i l t e r ,
zero padding ) ,
35
36 i n v e r s e d i s c r e t e w a v e l e t t r a n s f o r m m a t r i x =
DISCRETE WAVELET TRANSFORM MATRIX( L o w f i l t e r , H i g h f i l t e r ,





41 // Q FUNCTION
42 function [ q f u n c t i o n ] = Q FUNCTION( some value ) ,
43





49 wavelet = dbwavf ( ’ db3 ’ ) ; // i t i s db6
50 [ l o w a n a l y s i s f i l t e r , h i g h a n a l y s i s f i l t e r , l o w s y n t h e s i s f i l t e r ,
h i g h s y n t h e s i s f i l t e r ] = o r t h f i l t ( wavelet ) ;
51 a n a l y s i s f i l t e r = [ l o w a n a l y s i s f i l t e r ; h i g h a n a l y s i s f i l t e r ] ;
52 F i r s t a n a l y s i s f i l t e r = a n a l y s i s f i l t e r ;
53 s y n t h e s i s f i l t e r = [ l o w s y n t h e s i s f i l t e r ; h i g h s y n t h e s i s f i l t e r ] ;
54 F i n a l s y n t h e s i s f i l t e r = s y n t h e s i s f i l t e r ;
55 //−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
56 // [ F i r s t a n a l y s i s f i l t e r , F i n a l s y n t h e s i s f i l t e r ] = FSfarras ( ’ f ’ ) ;
57 // [ a n a l y s i s f i l t e r , s y n t h e s i s f i l t e r ] = d u a l f i l t 1 ( ’ f ’ ) ;
58 //−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
59 // s q u a r e r o o t h a l f = s q r t ( . 5 ) ;
60 // a n a l y s i s f i l t e r = [ s q u a r e r o o t h a l f , s q u a r e r o o t h a l f ; −
s q u a r e r o o t h a l f , s q u a r e r o o t h a l f ] ;
61 // F i r s t a n a l y s i s f i l t e r = a n a l y s i s f i l t e r ;
62 // s y n t h e s i s f i l t e r = [ s q u a r e r o o t h a l f , s q u a r e r o o t h a l f ;
s q u a r e r o o t h a l f , −s q u a r e r o o t h a l f ] ;
63 // F i n a l s y n t h e s i s f i l t e r = s y n t h e s i s f i l t e r ;
64 //−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
65 no s tage s = 4 ;









74 data = zeros ( data length , 1 ) ;
75 data (20 , 1) = 1 ;
76 norma l i za t i on = sqrt (10) ;








85 // Number o f data per branch
86 //−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
87 branch rate = zeros (1 , no s t age s +1) ; // to s t o r e # of e l e . per branch
88 branch rate (1 , 1 ) = data l ength /2ˆ no s tage s ;
89 for k = no s tage s :−1:1 ,
90 branch rate (1 , no s t age s+2−k ) = data l ength /2ˆk ;
91 end
92 cumsum branch rate = cumsum( branch rate ) ; // matrix to s t o r e the
cumula t ive sum up to k th elem .
93 //−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
94 data copy = zeros ( data length , 1 ) ;











106 for t r e e n o = 1 : 1 ,
107
108 i f t r e e n o == 1 then
97
109 l o w f i l t e r = 1 ;
110 h i g h f i l t e r = 2 ;
111 e l s e i f t r e e n o == 2 then
112 l o w f i l t e r = 3 ;
113 h i g h f i l t e r = 4 ;





119 data copy = data ; // data has to be o f even l e n g t h
120
121 //−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
122 // Stages from 1 : no s tages−1
123 //−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
124 cons t ruc t ed data ( 1 : cumsum branch rate (1 , 2 ) , 1 ) = data copy ( 1 :
cumsum branch rate (1 , 2 ) , 1 ) ;
125
126
127 for s tage = 1 : no stages −1,
128
129 // d a t a l e n g t h = cumsum branch rate (1 , s t a g e +1)
130 zero padding = abs ( cumsum branch rate (1 , s tage +1) − f i l t e r l e n g t h ) ;
131
132
133 cons t ruc t ed data ( 1 : cumsum branch rate (1 , s tage +1) ,1 ) =
INVERSE DISCRETE WAVELET TRANSFORM MATRIX( f l i p d i m (
s y n t h e s i s f i l t e r ( l o w f i l t e r , : ) , 2 ) , f l i p d i m ( s y n t h e s i s f i l t e r (
h i g h f i l t e r , : ) , 2 ) , zero padding ) ∗data copy ( 1 : cumsum branch rate (1 ,
s tage +1) ,1 ) ;
134 // f i l t e r s are f l i p p e d , due to us ing same f u n c t i o n o f the DWT, and they
have to be arranged in an i n v e r s e order .
135
136 data copy ( 1 : cumsum branch rate (1 , s tage +2) ,1 ) = [ cons t ruc t ed data ( 1 :
cumsum branch rate (1 , s tage +1) ,1 ) ; data copy ( cumsum branch rate (1 ,









144 zero padding = abs ( cumsum branch rate (1 , no s tage s +1) − f i l t e r l e n g t h ) ;
145
146
147 cons t ruc t ed data ( 1 : cumsum branch rate (1 , no s tage s +1) ,1 ) =
INVERSE DISCRETE WAVELET TRANSFORM MATRIX( f l i p d i m (
F i n a l s y n t h e s i s f i l t e r ( l o w f i l t e r , : ) , 2 ) , f l i p d i m (
F i n a l s y n t h e s i s f i l t e r ( h i g h f i l t e r , : ) , 2 ) , zero padding ) ∗data copy ( 1 :
cumsum branch rate (1 , no s tage s +1) ,1 ) ;
148 // f i l t e r s are f l i p p e d , due to us ing same f u n c t i o n o f the DWT, and they









157 // to s t o r e output o f both t r e e s
158 i f t r e e n o == 1 then
159 output t r e e1 = cons t ruc t ed data
160
161 e l s e i f t r e e n o == 2 then
162 output t r e e2 = cons t ruc t ed data
163






















185 e n e r g y s p e c t r a l d e n s i t y t r e e 1 = f f t o u t p u t t r e e 1 .∗ conj ( f f t o u t p u t t r e e 1 ) /
data l ength ;
186
187 //−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
188 // Impulse Response in f requency
189 //−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
190
191 f r e q i m p u l s e r e s p o n s e t r e e 1 = sqrt ( f f t o u t p u t t r e e 1 .∗ conj (













204 // Plo t us ing Tikz :
205 fd = mopen( ’ \Users \Tassniem\Documents/TikZ/IR/DWT D6 IR/DWT D6 IR . tex ’ , ’
wt ’ ) ;
206 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ \documentclass { a r t i c l e } ’ ) ;
207 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ \usepackage { t i k z } ’ ) ;
208 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ \usepackage { p g f p l o t s } ’ ) ;




213 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ \begin { cente r } ’ ) ;
214
215
216 norma l i za t i on t ime1 = max(abs ( output t r e e1 ) )
217
218 n o r m a l i z a t i o n f r e q 1 = max(abs ( f f t o u t p u t t r e e 1 ) )
219
220 //−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−




224 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ \begin { t i k z p i c t u r e } ’ ) ;
225 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ \begin { a x i s } [ ’ ) ;
226 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ x l a b e l=$\omega/2\ pi$ , ’ ) ;
227 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ y l a b e l= $\mathrm{Real }\{\Psi h (\omega ) \}$ ] ’ ) ;
228
229 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ \ addplot [ c o l o r=black ] ’ ) ;
230 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ c oo rd ina t e s { ’ ) ;
231
232 for n = 1 : data length ,
233 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s %. 6 f %s %. 6 f %s \n ’ , ’ ( ’ , n/ data length , ’ , ’ , real (
f f t o u t p u t t r e e 1 (n , 1 ) ) / no rma l i z a t i on f r eq1 , ’ ) ’ ) ;
234 end
235
236 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ } ; ’ ) ;
237
238 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ \end{ a x i s } ’ ) ;
239 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ \end{ t i k z p i c t u r e } ’ ) ;
240 //−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
241 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ \begin { t i k z p i c t u r e } ’ ) ;
242 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ \begin { a x i s } [ ’ ) ;
243 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ x l a b e l=$\omega/2\ pi$ , ’ ) ;
244 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ y l a b e l= $\mathrm{Imag}\{\Psi h (\omega ) \}$ ] ’ ) ;
245
246 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ \ addplot [ c o l o r=black ] ’ ) ;
247 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ c oo rd ina t e s { ’ ) ;
248
249 for n = 1 : data length ,
250 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s %. 6 f %s %. 6 f %s \n ’ , ’ ( ’ , n/ data length , ’ , ’ , imag(
f f t o u t p u t t r e e 1 (n , 1 ) ) / no rma l i z a t i on f r eq1 , ’ ) ’ ) ;
251 end
252
253 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ } ; ’ ) ;
254
255 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ \end{ a x i s } ’ ) ;
256 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ \end{ t i k z p i c t u r e } ’ ) ;
257
258 //−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
259 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ \begin { t i k z p i c t u r e } ’ ) ;
260 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ \begin { a x i s } [ ’ ) ;
261 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ x l a b e l=$\omega/2\ pi$ , ’ ) ;
262 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ y l a b e l= $ | \ Psi h (\omega ) |ˆ2 $ ] ’ ) ;
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263
264 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ \ addplot [ c o l o r=black ] ’ ) ;
265 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ c oo rd ina t e s { ’ ) ;
266
267 for n = 1 : data length ,
268 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s %. 6 f %s %. 6 f %s \n ’ , ’ ( ’ , n/ data length , ’ , ’ , (abs (
f f t o u t p u t t r e e 1 (n , 1 ) ) ) ˆ2/ n o r m a l i z a t i o n f r e q 1 ˆ2 , ’ ) ’ ) ;
269 end
270
271 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ } ; ’ ) ;
272
273 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ \end{ a x i s } ’ ) ;
274 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ \end{ t i k z p i c t u r e } ’ ) ;
275 //−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
276




281 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ \newpage ’ ) ;
282 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ \begin { t i k z p i c t u r e } ’ ) ;
283 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ \begin { a x i s } [ ’ ) ;
284 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ x l a b e l= $t /64$ , ’ ) ;
285 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ y l a b e l= $\mathrm{Real }\{\ p s i h ( t ) \}$ ] ’ ) ;
286
287 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ \ addplot [ c o l o r=black ] ’ ) ;
288 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ c oo rd ina t e s { ’ ) ;
289
290 for n = 1 : data length ,
291 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s %. 6 f %s %. 6 f %s \n ’ , ’ ( ’ , n/ data length , ’ , ’ , real (
output t r e e1 (n , 1 ) ) / normal i zat ion t ime1 , ’ ) ’ ) ;
292 end
293
294 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ } ; ’ ) ;
295
296 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ \end{ a x i s } ’ ) ;
297 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ \end{ t i k z p i c t u r e } ’ ) ;
298 //−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
299 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ \begin { t i k z p i c t u r e } ’ ) ;
300 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ \begin { a x i s } [ ymax=1.1 , ymin=−0.1, ’ ) ;
301 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ x l a b e l= $t /64$ , ’ ) ;
302 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ y l a b e l= $\mathrm{Imag}\{\ p s i h ( t ) \}$ ] ’ ) ;
303
102
304 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ \ addplot [ c o l o r=black ] ’ ) ;
305 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ c oo rd ina t e s { ’ ) ;
306
307 for n = 1 : data length ,
308 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s %. 6 f %s %. 6 f %s \n ’ , ’ ( ’ , n/ data length , ’ , ’ , imag(
output t r e e1 (n , 1 ) ) / normal i zat ion t ime1 , ’ ) ’ ) ;
309 end
310
311 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ } ; ’ ) ;
312
313 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ \end{ a x i s } ’ ) ;
314 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ \end{ t i k z p i c t u r e } ’ ) ;
315 //−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
316 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ \begin { t i k z p i c t u r e } ’ ) ;
317 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ \begin { a x i s } [ ’ ) ;
318 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ x l a b e l=$t /64$ , ’ ) ;
319 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ y l a b e l= $ | \ p s i h ( t ) | $ ] ’ ) ;
320
321 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ \ addplot [ c o l o r=black ] ’ ) ;
322 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ c oo rd ina t e s { ’ ) ;
323
324 for n = 1 : data length ,
325 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s %. 6 f %s %. 6 f %s \n ’ , ’ ( ’ , n/ data length , ’ , ’ , abs (
output t r e e1 (n , 1 ) ) / normal i zat ion t ime1 , ’ ) ’ ) ;
326 end
327
328 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ } ; ’ ) ;
329 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ \end{ a x i s } ’ ) ;




334 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ \end{ cente r } ’ ) ;
335 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ \end{document} ’ ) ;
336 mclose ( fd ) ;
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A.2.4 DT-CWT-based OFDM, with q-shift filters.




5 //CIRCULAR SHIFT BY TWO
6 function [ s h i f t e d s e q u e n c e ] = CIRCULAR SHIFT BY TWO(
t o b e s h i f t e d s e q u e n c e ) ,
7
8 t o b e s h i f t e d s e q u e n c e l e n g t h = length ( t o b e s h i f t e d s e q u e n c e ) ;
9
10 s h i f t e d s e q u e n c e = [ t o b e s h i f t e d s e q u e n c e (1 ,
t o b e s h i f t e d s e q u e n c e l e n g t h −1: t o b e s h i f t e d s e q u e n c e l e n g t h ) ,





15 // DISCRETE WAVELET TRANSFORM MATRIX
16 function [ d i s c r e t e w a v e l e t t r a n s f o r m m a t r i x ] =
DISCRETE WAVELET TRANSFORM MATRIX( L o w f i l t e r , H i g h f i l t e r , zero padding
) ,
17
18 Length = length ( L o w f i l t e r ) + zero padding ;
19
20 d i s c r e t e w a v e l e t t r a n s f o r m m a t r i x = zeros ( Length , Length ) ;
21
22 d i s c r e t e w a v e l e t t r a n s f o r m m a t r i x ( 1 , 1 : Length ) = [ ( L o w f i l t e r ) , zeros (1 ,
zero padding ) ] ;
23 d i s c r e t e w a v e l e t t r a n s f o r m m a t r i x (1+Length /2 , 1 : Length ) = [ ( H i g h f i l t e r )
, zeros (1 , zero padding ) ] ;
24
25 for row = 2 : Length /2 ,
26 d i s c r e t e w a v e l e t t r a n s f o r m m a t r i x ( row , 1 : Length ) =
CIRCULAR SHIFT BY TWO( d i s c r e t e w a v e l e t t r a n s f o r m m a t r i x ( row
−1 ,1: Length ) ) ;
27 d i s c r e t e w a v e l e t t r a n s f o r m m a t r i x ( row+Length /2 , 1 : Length ) =
CIRCULAR SHIFT BY TWO( d i s c r e t e w a v e l e t t r a n s f o r m m a t r i x ( row−1+







33 // INVERSE DISCRETE WAVELET TRANSFORM MATRIX
34 function [ i n v e r s e d i s c r e t e w a v e l e t t r a n s f o r m m a t r i x ] =
INVERSE DISCRETE WAVELET TRANSFORM MATRIX( L o w f i l t e r , H i g h f i l t e r ,
zero padding ) ,
35
36 i n v e r s e d i s c r e t e w a v e l e t t r a n s f o r m m a t r i x = (
DISCRETE WAVELET TRANSFORM MATRIX( L o w f i l t e r , H i g h f i l t e r ,





41 // Q FUNCTION
42 function [ q f u n c t i o n ] = Q FUNCTION( some value ) ,
43






50 function [ average ] = AVERAGE( some vector ) ,
51





57 // w a v e l e t = dbwavf ( ’ db1 ’ ) ;// i t i s db6
58 // [ l o w a n a l y s i s f i l t e r , h i g h a n a l y s i s f i l t e r , l o w s y n t h e s i s f i l t e r ,
h i g h s y n t h e s i s f i l t e r ] = o r t h f i l t ( w a v e l e t ) ;
59 // a n a l y s i s f i l t e r = [ l o w a n a l y s i s f i l t e r ; h i g h a n a l y s i s f i l t e r ] ;
60 // F i r s t a n a l y s i s f i l t e r = a n a l y s i s f i l t e r ;
61 // s y n t h e s i s f i l t e r = [ l o w s y n t h e s i s f i l t e r ; h i g h s y n t h e s i s f i l t e r ] ;
62 // F i n a l s y n t h e s i s f i l t e r = s y n t h e s i s f i l t e r ;
63 //−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
64 [ F i r s t a n a l y s i s f i l t e r , F i n a l s y n t h e s i s f i l t e r ] = FSfarras ( ’ f ’ ) ;
65 [ a n a l y s i s f i l t e r , s y n t h e s i s f i l t e r ] = d u a l f i l t 1 ( ’ f ’ ) ;
66 //−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
67 // s q u a r e r o o t h a l f = s q r t ( . 5 ) ;
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68 // a n a l y s i s f i l t e r = [ s q u a r e r o o t h a l f , s q u a r e r o o t h a l f ; −
s q u a r e r o o t h a l f , s q u a r e r o o t h a l f ] ;
69 // F i r s t a n a l y s i s f i l t e r = a n a l y s i s f i l t e r ;
70 // s y n t h e s i s f i l t e r = [ s q u a r e r o o t h a l f , s q u a r e r o o t h a l f ;
s q u a r e r o o t h a l f , −s q u a r e r o o t h a l f ] ;
71 // F i n a l s y n t h e s i s f i l t e r = s y n t h e s i s f i l t e r ;
72 //−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
73 no s tage s = 2 ;
74 f i l t e r l e n g t h = length ( a n a l y s i s f i l t e r ( 1 , : ) ) ;
75 //−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
76 // d a t a l e n g t h := data i s in symbols
77 data l ength = 64// f i l t e r l e n g t h ∗2ˆ n o s t a g e s ;//64
78
79 // m u l t i o u t p u t t r e e 1 = z e r o s ( d a t a l e n g t h , 1 ) ;
80 // m u l t i o u t p u t t r e e 2 = z e r o s ( d a t a l e n g t h , 1 ) ;
81






88 data = zeros ( data length , 1 ) ;
89 data (20 , 1) = 1 ;
90 norma l i za t i on = sqrt (10) ;
91 data be fore norm = data ;
92 // data be fore norm = grand ( d a t a l e n g t h , 2 , ’ uin ’ , 0 , 1 ) ;
93 //random = rand ( data before norm , ’ normal ’ ) ;
94 // f o r L = 1: d a t a l e n g t h ,
95 // i f random (L, 1 ) > 0 then
96 // data be fore norm (L, 1 ) = 2∗ data be fore norm (L, 1 ) +1;
97 // e l s e data be fore norm (L, 1 ) = −1∗(2∗ data be fore norm (L, 1 ) +1) ;
98 // end
99 // i f random (L, 2 ) > 0 then
100 // data be fore norm (L, 2 ) = 2∗ data be fore norm (L, 2 ) +1;





106 // nor ma l i za t i on = s q r t (10) ;








114 // Number o f data per branch
115 //−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
116 branch rate = zeros (1 , no s t age s +1) ; // to s t o r e # of e l e . per branch
117 branch rate (1 , 1 ) = data l ength /2ˆ no s tage s ;
118 for k = no s tage s :−1:1 ,
119 branch rate (1 , no s t age s+2−k ) = data l ength /2ˆk ;
120 end
121 cumsum branch rate = cumsum( branch rate ) ; // matrix to s t o r e the
cumula t ive sum up to k th elem .
122 //−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
123 data copy = zeros ( data length , 1 ) ;











135 for t r e e n o = 1 : 2 ,
136
137 i f t r e e n o == 1 then
138 l o w f i l t e r = 1 ;
139 h i g h f i l t e r = 2 ;
140 e l s e i f t r e e n o == 2 then
141 l o w f i l t e r = 3 ;
142 h i g h f i l t e r = 4 ;









151 // Stages from 1 : no s tages−1
152 //−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
153 cons t ruc t ed data ( 1 : cumsum branch rate (1 , 2 ) , 1 ) = data copy ( 1 :
cumsum branch rate (1 , 2 ) , 1 ) ;
154
155
156 for s tage = 1 : no stages −1,
157
158 // d a t a l e n g t h = cumsum branch rate (1 , s t a g e +1)
159 zero padding = abs ( cumsum branch rate (1 , s tage +1) − f i l t e r l e n g t h ) ;
160
161
162 cons t ruc t ed data ( 1 : cumsum branch rate (1 , s tage +1) ,1 ) =
INVERSE DISCRETE WAVELET TRANSFORM MATRIX( f l i p d i m (
s y n t h e s i s f i l t e r ( l o w f i l t e r , : ) , 2 ) , f l i p d i m ( s y n t h e s i s f i l t e r (
h i g h f i l t e r , : ) , 2 ) , zero padding ) ∗data copy ( 1 : cumsum branch rate (1 ,
s tage +1) ,1 ) ;
163 // f i l t e r s are f l i p p e d , due to us ing same f u n c t i o n o f the DWT, and they
have to be arranged in an i n v e r s e order .
164
165 data copy ( 1 : cumsum branch rate (1 , s tage +2) ,1 ) = [ cons t ruc t ed data ( 1 :
cumsum branch rate (1 , s tage +1) ,1 ) ; data copy ( cumsum branch rate (1 ,





170 // Stage number no s tages , ” l a s t s t a g e ”
171 //−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
172
173 zero padding = abs ( cumsum branch rate (1 , no s tage s +1) − f i l t e r l e n g t h ) ;
174
175
176 cons t ruc t ed data ( 1 : cumsum branch rate (1 , no s tage s +1) ,1 ) =
INVERSE DISCRETE WAVELET TRANSFORM MATRIX( f l i p d i m (
F i n a l s y n t h e s i s f i l t e r ( l o w f i l t e r , : ) , 2 ) , f l i p d i m (
F i n a l s y n t h e s i s f i l t e r ( h i g h f i l t e r , : ) , 2 ) , zero padding ) ∗data copy ( 1 :
cumsum branch rate (1 , no s tage s +1) ,1 ) ;
177 // f i l t e r s are f l i p p e d , due to us ing same f u n c t i o n o f the DWT, and they










186 // to s t o r e output o f both t r e e s
187 i f t r e e n o == 1 then
188 output t r e e1 = cons t ruc t ed data
189
190 e l s e i f t r e e n o == 2 then
191 output t r e e2 = cons t ruc t ed data
192







200 end // f o r t r e e n o
201
















218 f f t o u t p u t t r e e 1 = f f t ( output t r e e1 ) ;
219 f f t o u t p u t t r e e 2 = f f t ( output t r e e2 ) ;






225 // Plo t us ing Tikz :
226 fd = mopen( ’ \Users \Tassniem\Documents/TikZ/IR/DTCWT IR/DTCWT IR. tex ’ , ’wt ’
) ;
227 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ \documentclass { a r t i c l e } ’ ) ;
228 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ \usepackage { t i k z } ’ ) ;
229 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ \usepackage { p g f p l o t s } ’ ) ;




234 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ \begin { cente r } ’ ) ;
235
236
237 norma l i za t i on t ime1 = max(abs ( output t r e e1 ) )
238 norma l i za t i on t ime2 = max(abs ( output t r e e2 ) )
239 normal izat ion t ime DT = max(abs ( bo th t r e e s ou tput ) )
240
241
242 n o r m a l i z a t i o n f r e q 1 = max(abs ( f f t o u t p u t t r e e 1 ) )
243 n o r m a l i z a t i o n f r e q 2 = max(abs ( f f t o u t p u t t r e e 2 ) )
244 normal i zat ion f req DT = max(abs ( f f t o u t p u t b o t h t r e e s ) )
245
246 //−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
247 // i m p u l s e r e s p o n s e in Frequency
248 //−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
249
250 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ \begin { t i k z p i c t u r e } ’ ) ;
251 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ \begin { a x i s } [ ’ ) ;
252 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ x l a b e l=$\omega/2\ pi$ , ’ ) ;
253 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ y l a b e l= $\mathrm{Real }\{\Psi h (\omega ) \}$ ] ’ ) ;
254
255 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ \ addplot [ c o l o r=black ] ’ ) ;
256 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ c oo rd ina t e s { ’ ) ;
257
258 for n = 1 : data length ,
259 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s %. 6 f %s %. 6 f %s \n ’ , ’ ( ’ , n/ data length , ’ , ’ , real (
f f t o u t p u t t r e e 1 (n , 1 ) ) / no rma l i z a t i on f r eq1 , ’ ) ’ ) ;
260 end
261
262 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ } ; ’ ) ;
263
264 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ \end{ a x i s } ’ ) ;
110
265 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ \end{ t i k z p i c t u r e } ’ ) ;
266 //−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
267 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ \begin { t i k z p i c t u r e } ’ ) ;
268 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ \begin { a x i s } [ ’ ) ;
269 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ x l a b e l=$\omega/2\ pi$ , ’ ) ;
270 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ y l a b e l= $\mathrm{Imag}\{\Psi h (\omega ) \}$ ] ’ ) ;
271
272 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ \ addplot [ c o l o r=black ] ’ ) ;
273 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ c oo rd ina t e s { ’ ) ;
274
275 for n = 1 : data length ,
276 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s %. 6 f %s %. 6 f %s \n ’ , ’ ( ’ , n/ data length , ’ , ’ , imag(
f f t o u t p u t t r e e 1 (n , 1 ) ) / no rma l i z a t i on f r eq1 , ’ ) ’ ) ;
277 end
278
279 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ } ; ’ ) ;
280
281 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ \end{ a x i s } ’ ) ;
282 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ \end{ t i k z p i c t u r e } ’ ) ;
283
284 //−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
285 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ \begin { t i k z p i c t u r e } ’ ) ;
286 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ \begin { a x i s } [ ’ ) ;
287 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ x l a b e l=$\omega/2\ pi$ , ’ ) ;
288 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ y l a b e l= $ | \ Psi h (\omega ) |ˆ2 $ ] ’ ) ;
289
290 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ \ addplot [ c o l o r=black ] ’ ) ;
291 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ c oo rd ina t e s { ’ ) ;
292
293 for n = 1 : data length ,
294 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s %. 6 f %s %. 6 f %s \n ’ , ’ ( ’ , n/ data length , ’ , ’ , (abs (
f f t o u t p u t t r e e 1 (n , 1 ) ) ) ˆ2/ n o r m a l i z a t i o n f r e q 1 ˆ2 , ’ ) ’ ) ;
295 end
296
297 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ } ; ’ ) ;
298
299 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ \end{ a x i s } ’ ) ;
300 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ \end{ t i k z p i c t u r e } ’ ) ;
301 //−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
302 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ \begin { t i k z p i c t u r e } ’ ) ;
303 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ \begin { a x i s } [ ’ ) ;
304 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ x l a b e l=$\omega/2\ pi$ , ’ ) ;
305 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ y l a b e l= $\mathrm{Real }\{\ Ps i g (\omega ) \}$ ] ’ ) ;
111
306
307 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ \ addplot [ c o l o r=black ] ’ ) ;
308 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ c oo rd ina t e s { ’ ) ;
309
310 for n = 1 : data length ,
311 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s %. 6 f %s %. 6 f %s \n ’ , ’ ( ’ , n/ data length , ’ , ’ , real (
f f t o u t p u t t r e e 2 (n , 1 ) ) / no rma l i z a t i on f r eq2 , ’ ) ’ ) ;
312 end
313
314 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ } ; ’ ) ;
315 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ \end{ a x i s } ’ ) ;
316 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ \end{ t i k z p i c t u r e } ’ ) ;
317 //−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
318 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ \begin { t i k z p i c t u r e } ’ ) ;
319 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ \begin { a x i s } [ ’ ) ;
320 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ x l a b e l=$\omega/2\ pi$ , ’ ) ;
321 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ y l a b e l= $\mathrm{Imag}\{\ Ps i g (\omega ) \}$ ] ’ ) ;
322
323 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ \ addplot [ c o l o r=black ] ’ ) ;
324 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ c oo rd ina t e s { ’ ) ;
325
326 for n = 1 : data length ,
327 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s %. 6 f %s %. 6 f %s \n ’ , ’ ( ’ , n/ data length , ’ , ’ , imag(
f f t o u t p u t t r e e 2 (n , 1 ) ) / no rma l i z a t i on f r eq2 , ’ ) ’ ) ;
328 end
329
330 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ } ; ’ ) ;
331 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ \end{ a x i s } ’ ) ;
332 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ \end{ t i k z p i c t u r e } ’ ) ;
333
334 //−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
335 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ \begin { t i k z p i c t u r e } ’ ) ;
336 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ \begin { a x i s } [ ’ ) ;
337 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ x l a b e l=$\omega/2\ pi$ , ’ ) ;
338 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ y l a b e l= $ | \ Ps i g (\omega ) |ˆ2 $ ] ’ ) ;
339
340 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ \ addplot [ c o l o r=black ] ’ ) ;
341 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ c oo rd ina t e s { ’ ) ;
342
343 for n = 1 : data length ,
344 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s %. 6 f %s %. 6 f %s \n ’ , ’ ( ’ , n/ data length , ’ , ’ , (abs (




347 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ } ; ’ ) ;
348
349 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ \end{ a x i s } ’ ) ;
350 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ \end{ t i k z p i c t u r e } ’ ) ;
351 //−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
352
353 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ \begin { t i k z p i c t u r e } ’ ) ;
354 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ \begin { a x i s } [ ’ ) ;
355 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ x l a b e l=$\omega/2\ pi$ , ’ ) ;
356 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ y l a b e l= $\mathrm{Real }\{\Psi h (\omega ) + j \Ps i g (\
omega ) \}$ ] ’ ) ;
357
358 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ \ addplot [ c o l o r=black ] ’ ) ;
359 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ c oo rd ina t e s { ’ ) ;
360
361 for n = 1 : data length ,
362 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s %. 6 f %s %. 6 f %s \n ’ , ’ ( ’ , n/ data length , ’ , ’ , real (
f f t o u t p u t b o t h t r e e s (n , 1 ) ) / normal izat ion freq DT , ’ ) ’ ) ;
363 end
364
365 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ } ; ’ ) ;
366 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ \end{ a x i s } ’ ) ;
367 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ \end{ t i k z p i c t u r e } ’ ) ;
368 //−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
369
370 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ \begin { t i k z p i c t u r e } ’ ) ;
371 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ \begin { a x i s } [ ’ ) ;
372 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ x l a b e l=$\omega/2\ pi$ , ’ ) ;
373 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ y l a b e l= $\mathrm{Imag}\{\Psi h (\omega ) + j \Ps i g (\
omega ) \}$ ] ’ ) ;
374
375 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ \ addplot [ c o l o r=black ] ’ ) ;
376 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ c oo rd ina t e s { ’ ) ;
377
378 for n = 1 : data length ,
379 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s %. 6 f %s %. 6 f %s \n ’ , ’ ( ’ , n/ data length , ’ , ’ , imag(
f f t o u t p u t b o t h t r e e s (n , 1 ) ) / normal izat ion freq DT , ’ ) ’ ) ;
380 end
381
382 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ } ; ’ ) ;
383 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ \end{ a x i s } ’ ) ;
384 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ \end{ t i k z p i c t u r e } ’ ) ;
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385 //−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
386 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ \begin { t i k z p i c t u r e } ’ ) ;
387 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ \begin { a x i s } [ ’ ) ;
388 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ x l a b e l=$\omega/2\ pi$ , ’ ) ;
389 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ y l a b e l= $ | \ Psi h (\omega ) + j \Ps i g (\omega ) |ˆ2 $ ] ’ ) ;
390
391 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ \ addplot [ c o l o r=black ] ’ ) ;
392 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ c oo rd ina t e s { ’ ) ;
393
394 for n = 1 : data length ,
395 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s %. 6 f %s %. 6 f %s \n ’ , ’ ( ’ , n/ data length , ’ , ’ , (abs (
f f t o u t p u t b o t h t r e e s (n , 1 ) ) ) ˆ2/ normal i zat ion f req DT ˆ2 , ’ ) ’ ) ;
396 end
397
398 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ } ; ’ ) ;
399 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ \end{ a x i s } ’ ) ;
400 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ \end{ t i k z p i c t u r e } ’ ) ;
401 //−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−




406 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ \newpage ’ ) ;
407 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ \begin { t i k z p i c t u r e } ’ ) ;
408 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ \begin { a x i s } [ ’ ) ;
409 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ x l a b e l= $t /64$ , ’ ) ;
410 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ y l a b e l= $\mathrm{Real }\{\ p s i h ( t ) \}$ ] ’ ) ;
411
412 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ \ addplot [ c o l o r=black ] ’ ) ;
413 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ c oo rd ina t e s { ’ ) ;
414
415 for n = 1 : data length ,
416 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s %. 6 f %s %. 6 f %s \n ’ , ’ ( ’ , n/ data length , ’ , ’ , real (
output t r e e1 (n , 1 ) ) / normal i zat ion t ime1 , ’ ) ’ ) ;
417 end
418
419 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ } ; ’ ) ;
420
421 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ \end{ a x i s } ’ ) ;
422 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ \end{ t i k z p i c t u r e } ’ ) ;
423 //−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
424 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ \begin { t i k z p i c t u r e } ’ ) ;
425 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ \begin { a x i s } [ ymax=1.1 , ymin=−0.1, ’ ) ;
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426 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ x l a b e l= $t /64$ , ’ ) ;
427 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ y l a b e l= $\mathrm{Imag}\{\ p s i h ( t ) \}$ ] ’ ) ;
428
429 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ \ addplot [ c o l o r=black ] ’ ) ;
430 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ c oo rd ina t e s { ’ ) ;
431
432 for n = 1 : data length ,
433 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s %. 6 f %s %. 6 f %s \n ’ , ’ ( ’ , n/ data length , ’ , ’ , imag(
output t r e e1 (n , 1 ) ) / normal i zat ion t ime1 , ’ ) ’ ) ;
434 end
435
436 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ } ; ’ ) ;
437
438 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ \end{ a x i s } ’ ) ;
439 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ \end{ t i k z p i c t u r e } ’ ) ;
440 //−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
441 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ \begin { t i k z p i c t u r e } ’ ) ;
442 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ \begin { a x i s } [ ’ ) ;
443 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ x l a b e l=$t /64$ , ’ ) ;
444 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ y l a b e l= $ | \ p s i h ( t ) | $ ] ’ ) ;
445
446 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ \ addplot [ c o l o r=black ] ’ ) ;
447 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ c oo rd ina t e s { ’ ) ;
448
449 for n = 1 : data length ,
450 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s %. 6 f %s %. 6 f %s \n ’ , ’ ( ’ , n/ data length , ’ , ’ , abs (
output t r e e1 (n , 1 ) ) / normal i zat ion t ime1 , ’ ) ’ ) ;
451 end
452
453 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ } ; ’ ) ;
454 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ \end{ a x i s } ’ ) ;





460 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ \newpage ’ ) ;
461 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ \begin { t i k z p i c t u r e } ’ ) ;
462 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ \begin { a x i s } [ ’ ) ;
463 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ x l a b e l= $t /64$ , ’ ) ;
464 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ y l a b e l= $\mathrm{Real }\{\ p s i g ( t ) \}$ ] ’ ) ;
465
466 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ \ addplot [ c o l o r=black ] ’ ) ;
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467 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ c oo rd ina t e s { ’ ) ;
468
469 for n = 1 : data length ,
470 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s %. 6 f %s %. 6 f %s \n ’ , ’ ( ’ , n/ data length , ’ , ’ , real (
output t r e e2 (n , 1 ) ) / normal i zat ion t ime2 , ’ ) ’ ) ;
471 end
472
473 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ } ; ’ ) ;
474 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ \end{ a x i s } ’ ) ;
475 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ \end{ t i k z p i c t u r e } ’ ) ;
476 //−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
477 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ \begin { t i k z p i c t u r e } ’ ) ;
478 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ \begin { a x i s } [ ymax=1.1 , ymin=−0.1, ’ ) ;
479 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ x l a b e l= $t /64$ , ’ ) ;
480 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ y l a b e l= $\mathrm{Imag}\{\ p s i g ( t ) \}$ ] ’ ) ;
481
482 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ \ addplot [ c o l o r=black ] ’ ) ;
483 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ c oo rd ina t e s { ’ ) ;
484
485 for n = 1 : data length ,
486 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s %. 6 f %s %. 6 f %s \n ’ , ’ ( ’ , n/ data length , ’ , ’ , imag(
output t r e e2 (n , 1 ) ) / normal i zat ion t ime2 , ’ ) ’ ) ;
487 end
488
489 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ } ; ’ ) ;
490 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ \end{ a x i s } ’ ) ;





496 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ \begin { t i k z p i c t u r e } ’ ) ;
497 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ \begin { a x i s } [ ’ ) ;
498 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ x l a b e l=$t /64$ , ’ ) ;
499 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ y l a b e l= $ | \ p s i g ( t ) | $ ] ’ ) ;
500
501 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ \ addplot [ c o l o r=black ] ’ ) ;
502 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ c oo rd ina t e s { ’ ) ;
503
504 for n = 1 : data length ,
505 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s %. 6 f %s %. 6 f %s \n ’ , ’ ( ’ , n/ data length , ’ , ’ , abs (




508 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ } ; ’ ) ;
509 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ \end{ a x i s } ’ ) ;




514 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ \newpage ’ ) ;
515 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ \begin { t i k z p i c t u r e } ’ ) ;
516 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ \begin { a x i s } [ ’ ) ;
517 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ x l a b e l=$t /64$ , ’ ) ;
518 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ y l a b e l= $\mathrm{Real }\{\ p s i h ( t ) + j \ p s i g ( t ) \}$ ] ’ )
;
519
520 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ \ addplot [ c o l o r=black ] ’ ) ;
521 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ c oo rd ina t e s { ’ ) ;
522
523 for n = 1 : data length ,
524 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s %. 6 f %s %. 6 f %s \n ’ , ’ ( ’ , n/ data length , ’ , ’ , real (
bo th t r e e s ou tput (n , 1 ) ) / normal i zat ion t ime1 , ’ ) ’ ) ;
525 end
526
527 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ } ; ’ ) ;
528 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ \end{ a x i s } ’ ) ;
529 //−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
530 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ \end{ t i k z p i c t u r e } ’ ) ;
531 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ \begin { t i k z p i c t u r e } ’ ) ;
532 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ \begin { a x i s } [ ’ ) ;
533 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ x l a b e l=$t /64$ , ’ ) ;
534 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ y l a b e l= $\mathrm{Imag}\{\ p s i h ( t ) + j \ p s i g ( t ) \}$ ] ’ )
;
535
536 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ \ addplot [ c o l o r=black ] ’ ) ;
537 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ c oo rd ina t e s { ’ ) ;
538
539 for n = 1 : data length ,
540 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s %. 6 f %s %. 6 f %s \n ’ , ’ ( ’ , n/ data length , ’ , ’ , imag(
bo th t r e e s ou tput (n , 1 ) ) / normal i zat ion t ime2 , ’ ) ’ ) ;
541 end
542
543 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ } ; ’ ) ;
544 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ \end{ a x i s } ’ ) ;






550 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ \begin { t i k z p i c t u r e } ’ ) ;
551 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ \begin { a x i s } [ ’ ) ;
552 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ x l a b e l=$t /64$ , ’ ) ;
553 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ y l a b e l= $ | \ p s i h ( t ) + j \ p s i g ( t ) | $ ] ’ ) ;
554
555 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ \ addplot [ c o l o r=black ] ’ ) ;
556 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ c oo rd ina t e s { ’ ) ;
557
558 for n = 1 : data length ,
559 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s %. 6 f %s %. 6 f %s \n ’ , ’ ( ’ , n/ data length , ’ , ’ , abs (
bo th t r e e s ou tput (n , 1 ) ) / normal izat ion time DT , ’ ) ’ ) ;
560 end
561
562 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ } ; ’ ) ;
563 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ \end{ a x i s } ’ ) ;




568 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ \end{ cente r } ’ ) ;
569 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ \end{document} ’ ) ;
570 mclose ( fd ) ;
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A.3 Peak to Average Power Ratio (PAPR) Code for
OFDM Alternatives
1 c l c
2 clear
3 //−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
4 //CIRCULAR SHIFT BY TWO
5 function [ s h i f t e d s e q u e n c e ] = CIRCULAR SHIFT BY TWO(
t o b e s h i f t e d s e q u e n c e ) ,
6
7 t o b e s h i f t e d s e q u e n c e l e n g t h = length ( t o b e s h i f t e d s e q u e n c e ) ;
8
9 s h i f t e d s e q u e n c e = [ t o b e s h i f t e d s e q u e n c e (1 ,
t o b e s h i f t e d s e q u e n c e l e n g t h −1: t o b e s h i f t e d s e q u e n c e l e n g t h ) ,




13 // MATRIX EVALUATION
14 function [ mat r i x eva lua t i on ] = MATRIX EVALUATION( t rans f o rmat i on l ength ,
f i l t e r s ) ,
15 [ r , c ] = s ize ( f i l t e r s ) ;
16 mat r i x eva lua t i on = zeros ( t rans f o rmat i on l ength , t r an s f o rmat i on l eng th )
;
17
18 mat r i x eva lua t i on ( 1 , 1 : c ) = f i l t e r s ( 1 , 1 : c ) ;
19 mat r i x eva lua t i on (1+ t ran s f o rmat i on l eng th /2 , 1 : c ) = f i l t e r s ( 2 , 1 : c ) ;
20
21 for row = 2 : t r an s f o rmat i on l eng th /2 ,
22 mat r i x eva lua t i on ( row , 1 : c ) = CIRCULAR SHIFT BY TWO(
matr ix eva lua t i on ( row−1 ,1: c ) ) ;
23 mat r i x eva lua t i on ( row+tran s f o rmat i on l eng th /2 , 1 : c ) =
CIRCULAR SHIFT BY TWO( matr ix eva lua t i on ( row−1+





28 function [ dwt matrix ] = DWT( data length , f i l t e r l e n g t h , no stages , f i l t e r s ) ,
29
30 dwt matrix = eye ( data length , data l ength ) ;
31
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32 i f no s tage s > 1 then
33
34 dwt matrix ( 1 : da ta l ength /2ˆ no stages , 1 : da ta l ength /2ˆ no s tage s ) =
MATRIX EVALUATION( data l ength /2ˆ no stages , [ f i l t e r s ( 3 : 4 , : ) , zeros
(2 , da ta l ength /2ˆ no stages− f i l t e r l e n g t h ) ] ) ;
35
36 i f no s tage s > 2 then
37 for s tage = no stages −1:−1:2 ,
38 mat r i x i = MATRIX EVALUATION( data l ength /2ˆ stage , [ f i l t e r s ( 3 : 4 , : ) ,
zeros (2 , da ta l ength /2ˆ stage− f i l t e r l e n g t h ) ] ) ;
39 dwt matrix ( 1 : da ta l ength /2ˆ( s tage +1) , 1 : da ta l ength /2ˆ s tage ) =
dwt matrix ( 1 : da ta l ength /2ˆ( s tage +1) , 1 : da ta l ength /2ˆ( s tage +1)
) ∗mat r i x i ( 1 : da ta l ength /2ˆ( s tage +1) , 1 : da ta l ength /2ˆ s tage ) ;
40 dwt matrix ( data l ength /2ˆ s tage /2+1: data l ength /2ˆ stage , 1 :
da ta l ength /2ˆ s tage ) = m at r i x i ( da ta l ength /2ˆ s tage /2+1:




44 mat r i x i = MATRIX EVALUATION( data length , [ f i l t e r s ( 1 : 2 , : ) , zeros (2 ,
data length− f i l t e r l e n g t h ) ] ) ;
45 dwt matrix ( 1 : da ta l ength /2 , 1 : da ta l ength ) = dwt matrix ( 1 : da ta l ength
/2 , 1 : da ta l ength /2) ∗mat r i x i ( 1 : da ta l ength /2 , 1 : da ta l ength ) ;
46 dwt matrix ( data l ength /2+1: data length , 1 : da ta l ength ) = mat r i x i (





51 function [ idwt matr ix ] = IDWT( data length , f i l t e r l e n g t h , no stages , f i l t e r s
) ,
52
53 idwt matr ix = eye ( data length , da ta l ength ) ;
54
55 i f no s tage s > 1 then
56 idwt matr ix ( 1 : da ta l ength /2ˆ no stages , 1 : da ta l ength /2ˆ no s tage s ) =
MATRIX EVALUATION( data l ength /2ˆ no stages , [ f i l t e r s ( 3 : 4 , : ) , zeros
(2 , da ta l ength /2ˆ no stages− f i l t e r l e n g t h ) ] ) ;
57
58 i f no s tage s > 2 then
59 for s tage = no stages −1:−1:2 ,
60 mat r i x i = MATRIX EVALUATION( data l ength /2ˆ stage , [ f i l t e r s
( 3 : 4 , : ) , zeros (2 , da ta l ength /2ˆ stage− f i l t e r l e n g t h ) ] ) ;
120
61 idwt matr ix ( 1 : da ta l ength /2ˆ( s tage +1) , 1 : da ta l ength /2ˆ s tage ) =
idwt matr ix ( 1 : da ta l ength /2ˆ( s tage +1) , 1 : da ta l ength /2ˆ( s tage
+1) ) ∗mat r i x i ( 1 : da ta l ength /2ˆ( s tage +1) , 1 : da ta l ength /2ˆ
s tage ) ;
62 idwt matr ix ( data l ength /2ˆ s tage /2+1: data l ength /2ˆ stage , 1 :
da ta l ength /2ˆ s tage ) = m at r i x i ( da ta l ength /2ˆ s tage /2+1:




66 mat r i x i = MATRIX EVALUATION( data length , [ f i l t e r s ( 1 : 2 , : ) , zeros (2 ,
data length− f i l t e r l e n g t h ) ] ) ;
67 idwt matr ix ( 1 : da ta l ength /2 , 1 : da ta l ength ) = idwt matr ix ( 1 :
da ta l ength /2 , 1 : da ta l ength /2) ∗mat r i x i ( 1 : da ta l ength /2 , 1 :
da ta l ength ) ;
68 idwt matr ix ( data l ength /2+1: data length , 1 : da ta l ength ) = mat r i x i (
da ta l ength /2+1: data length , 1 : da ta l ength ) ;
69
70 idwt matr ix = idwt matr ix . ’ ;
71 endfunction
72 //−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
73 // Q FUNCTION
74 function [ q f u n c t i o n ] = Q FUNCTION( some value ) ,
75





81 function [ average ] = AVERAGE( some vector ) ,
82





88 number of OFDM symbols = 3∗10ˆ5;
89 data l ength = 64 ;
90 number channels = 64 ;
91 s q r t n o c h a n n e l s = sqrt ( number channels ) ;
92 data be fore norm = zeros ( data length , 2 ) ;
93 PAPR range = 0 : . 1 : 1 0 ;
94 length PAPR range = length ( PAPR range ) ;
121
95 //−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
96 // counter :
97 counter = zeros ( length PAPR range , 6 ) ;
98 // transform
99 output = zeros ( data length , 1 ) ;
100 // power :
101 p power output = zeros ( data length , 1 ) ;
102 // Average power :
103 average power output = zeros ( 1 , 1 ) ;
104 //−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−




109 data be fore norm = grand ( data length , 2 , ’ uin ’ , 0 , 1 ) ;
110 random = rand ( data before norm , ’ normal ’ ) ;
111 for L = 1 : data length ,
112 i f random (L , 1 ) > 0 then
113 data be fore norm (L , 1 ) = 2∗ data be fore norm (L , 1 ) +1;
114 else data be fore norm (L , 1 ) = −1∗(2∗ data be fore norm (L , 1 ) +1) ;
115 end
116 i f random (L , 2 ) > 0 then
117 data be fore norm (L , 2 ) = 2∗ data be fore norm (L , 2 ) +1;
118 else data be fore norm (L , 2 ) = −1∗(2∗ data be fore norm (L , 2 ) +1) ;
119 end
120 end
121 norma l i za t i on = sqrt (10) ;
122 data = ( data be fore norm ( 1 : data length , 1 ) + %i∗ data be fore norm ( 1 :
data length , 2 ) ) / norma l i za t i on ; // normal ized
123 //−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
124 for t rans fo rmat ion = 1 : 6 ,
125 // 1 :DFT
126 // 2 :DWT−Haar
127 // 3 :DWT−D6
128 // 4 : Upper−DT−CWT
129 // 5 : Lower−DT−CWT
130 // 6 :DT−CWT
131 //−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
132 i f t rans fo rmat ion == 1 then // 1 :DFT
133 output = s q r t n o c h a n n e l s ∗ i f f t ( data ) ;
134 end
135 //−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
136 i f t rans fo rmat ion == 2 then // 2 :DWT−Haar
122
137 no s tage s = 4 ;
138 l o w f i l t e r = 1 ;
139 h i g h f i l t e r = 2 ;
140 wavelet = dbwavf ( ’ db1 ’ ) ; // i t i s Haar
141 [ l o w a n a l y s i s f i l t e r , h i g h a n a l y s i s f i l t e r , l o w s y n t h e s i s f i l t e r ,
h i g h s y n t h e s i s f i l t e r ] = o r t h f i l t ( wavelet ) ;
142 a n a l y s i s f i l t e r = [ l o w a n a l y s i s f i l t e r ; h i g h a n a l y s i s f i l t e r ] ;
143 F i r s t a n a l y s i s f i l t e r = a n a l y s i s f i l t e r ;
144 s y n t h e s i s f i l t e r = [ l o w s y n t h e s i s f i l t e r ; h i g h s y n t h e s i s f i l t e r ] ;
145 F i n a l s y n t h e s i s f i l t e r = s y n t h e s i s f i l t e r ;
146
147 e l s e i f t rans fo rmat ion == 3 then // 3 :DWT−D6
148 no s tage s = 3 ;
149 l o w f i l t e r = 1 ;
150 h i g h f i l t e r = 2 ;
151 wavelet = dbwavf ( ’ db3 ’ ) ; // i t i s D−6
152 [ l o w a n a l y s i s f i l t e r , h i g h a n a l y s i s f i l t e r , l o w s y n t h e s i s f i l t e r ,
h i g h s y n t h e s i s f i l t e r ] = o r t h f i l t ( wavelet ) ;
153 a n a l y s i s f i l t e r = [ l o w a n a l y s i s f i l t e r ; h i g h a n a l y s i s f i l t e r ] ;
154 F i r s t a n a l y s i s f i l t e r = a n a l y s i s f i l t e r ;
155 s y n t h e s i s f i l t e r = [ l o w s y n t h e s i s f i l t e r ; h i g h s y n t h e s i s f i l t e r ] ;
156 F i n a l s y n t h e s i s f i l t e r = s y n t h e s i s f i l t e r ;
157
158 e l s e i f t rans fo rmat ion == 4 then // 4 : Upper−DT−CWT
159 no s tage s = 2 ;
160 l o w f i l t e r = 1 ;
161 h i g h f i l t e r = 2 ;
162 [ F i r s t a n a l y s i s f i l t e r , F i n a l s y n t h e s i s f i l t e r ] = FSfarras ( ’ f ’ ) ;
163 [ a n a l y s i s f i l t e r , s y n t h e s i s f i l t e r ] = d u a l f i l t 1 ( ’ f ’ ) ;
164
165 e l s e i f t rans fo rmat ion == 5 then // 5 : Lower−DT−CWT
166 no s tage s = 2 ;
167 l o w f i l t e r = 3 ;
168 h i g h f i l t e r = 4 ;
169 [ F i r s t a n a l y s i s f i l t e r , F i n a l s y n t h e s i s f i l t e r ] = FSfarras ( ’ f ’ ) ;




174 i f t rans fo rmat ion ˜= 1 & trans fo rmat ion ˜= 6 then
175
176 ANALYSIS FILTERS = [ F i r s t a n a l y s i s f i l t e r ( l o w f i l t e r : h i g h f i l t e r , : )
; a n a l y s i s f i l t e r ( l o w f i l t e r : h i g h f i l t e r , : ) ] ;
123
177
178 SYNTHESIS FILTERS = [ F i n a l s y n t h e s i s f i l t e r ( l o w f i l t e r : h i g h f i l t e r
, : ) ; s y n t h e s i s f i l t e r ( l o w f i l t e r : h i g h f i l t e r , : ) ] ;
179
180 [ row , f i l t e r l e n g t h ] = s ize ( a n a l y s i s f i l t e r ( 1 , : ) ) ;
181
182 output = IDWT( data length , f i l t e r l e n g t h , no stages , f l i p d i m (




186 i f t rans fo rmat ion ˜= 6 then
187 power output = abs ( output .∗ conj ( output ) ) / data l ength ;
188
189 average power output = AVERAGE( power output ) ;




194 i f t rans fo rmat ion == 4 then p output Upper = p power output ;
195 e l s e i f t rans fo rmat ion == 5 then p output Lower = p power output ;
196 end
197
198 i f t rans fo rmat ion == 6 then
199 power output = p output Upper + p output Lower ;
200 average power output = AVERAGE( power output ) ;
201 p power output = power output / average power output ;
202 end
203
204 for DL = 1 : data l ength
205 l o c a t i o n = 1 ;
206 for PAPR 0 = PAPR range
207 i f p power output ( data length , 1 ) > PAPR 0 then counter ( l o ca t i on ,
t rans fo rmat ion ) = counter ( l o ca t i on , t rans fo rmat ion ) + 1 ;






214 counter = counter /number of OFDM symbols/ data l ength ;
215 PAPR range sub = 0 : . 5 : 1 0 ;
216 // Plo t us ing Tikz :
124
217 fd = mopen( ’ \Users \Tassniem\Documents/TikZ/PAPR/PAPR figure . tex ’ , ’wt ’ ) ;
218 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ \documentclass { a r t i c l e } ’ ) ;
219 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ \usepackage { t i k z } ’ ) ;
220 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ \usepackage { p g f p l o t s } ’ ) ;
221 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ \begin {document} ’ ) ;
222 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ \begin { cente r } ’ ) ;
223 //−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
224 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ \begin { t i k z p i c t u r e } ’ ) ;
225 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ \begin { s emi l ogyax i s } [ xmin=−0.5, xmax=10, width=12 cm
, ’ ) ;
226 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ x l a b e l=$\mathrm{PAPR} 0$ , ’ ) ;
227 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ y l a b e l=$\mathbf{P} \mathrm{PAPR}$ ] ’ ) ;
228 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ \ p g f p l o t s s e t { every a x i s legend / . append s t y l e={at
={ (0 .72 ,0 .66) } , anchor=south }} , ’ ) ;




233 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ \ addplot [ c o l o r=black , mark=∗ , only marks ] ’ ) ;
234 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ c oo rd ina t e s { ’ ) ;
235 m = 1 ;
236 for n = PAPR range sub ,
237 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s %. 6 f %s %. 6 f %s \n ’ , ’ ( ’ , n , ’ , ’ , counter (m, 1 ) , ’ ) ’ ) ;
238 m = m + 5 ;
239 end
240 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ } ; ’ ) ;
241 //−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−




246 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ \ addplot [ c o l o r=black , mark=+,only marks ] ’ ) ;
247 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ c oo rd ina t e s { ’ ) ;
248 m = 1 ;
249 for n = PAPR range sub ,
250 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s %. 6 f %s %. 6 f %s \n ’ , ’ ( ’ , n , ’ , ’ , counter (m, 2 ) , ’ ) ’ ) ;
251 m = m + 5 ;
252 end
253 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ } ; ’ ) ;
254 //−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−





259 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ \ addplot [ c o l o r=black , mark=x , only marks ] ’ ) ;
260 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ c oo rd ina t e s { ’ ) ;
261 m = 1 ;
262 for n = PAPR range sub ,
263 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s %. 6 f %s %. 6 f %s \n ’ , ’ ( ’ , n , ’ , ’ , counter (m, 3 ) , ’ ) ’ ) ;
264 m = m + 5 ;
265 end
266 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ } ; ’ ) ;
267 //−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−




272 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ \ addplot [ c o l o r=black , mark=t r i a n g l e , only marks ] ’ ) ;
273 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ c oo rd ina t e s { ’ ) ;
274 m = 1 ;
275 for n = PAPR range sub ,
276 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s %. 6 f %s %. 6 f %s \n ’ , ’ ( ’ , n , ’ , ’ , counter (m, 4 ) , ’ ) ’ ) ;
277 m = m + 5 ;
278 end
279 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ } ; ’ ) ;
280 //−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
281 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ \ addlegendentry {DT−CWT−Based , Upper−t r e e } ’ ) ;
282 //−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
283 //−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
284 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ \ addplot [ c o l o r=black , mark=o , only marks ] ’ ) ;
285 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ c oo rd ina t e s { ’ ) ;
286 m = 1 ;
287 for n = PAPR range sub ,
288 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s %. 6 f %s %. 6 f %s \n ’ , ’ ( ’ , n , ’ , ’ , counter (m, 5 ) , ’ ) ’ ) ;
289 m = m + 5 ;
290 end
291 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ } ; ’ ) ;
292 //−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
293 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ \ addlegendentry {DT−CWT−Based , Lower−t r e e } ’ ) ;
294 //−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
295 //−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
296 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ \ addplot [ c o l o r=black , mark=square , only marks ] ’ ) ;
297 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ c oo rd ina t e s { ’ ) ;
298 m = 1 ;
299 for n = PAPR range sub ,
300 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s %. 6 f %s %. 6 f %s \n ’ , ’ ( ’ , n , ’ , ’ , counter (m, 6 ) , ’ ) ’ ) ;
126
301 m = m + 5 ;
302 end
303 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ } ; ’ ) ;
304 //−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−





310 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ \ addplot [ c o l o r=black ] ’ ) ;
311 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ c oo rd ina t e s { ’ ) ;
312 m = 0 ;
313 for n = PAPR range ,
314 m = m + 1 ;
315 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s %. 6 f %s %. 6 f %s \n ’ , ’ ( ’ , n , ’ , ’ , counter (m, 1 ) , ’ ) ’ ) ;
316 end




321 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ \ addplot [ c o l o r=black ] ’ ) ;
322 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ c oo rd ina t e s { ’ ) ;
323 m = 0 ;
324 for n = PAPR range ,
325 m = m + 1 ;
326 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s %. 6 f %s %. 6 f %s \n ’ , ’ ( ’ , n , ’ , ’ , counter (m, 2 ) , ’ ) ’ ) ;
327 end




332 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ \ addplot [ c o l o r=black ] ’ ) ;
333 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ c oo rd ina t e s { ’ ) ;
334 m = 0 ;
335 for n = PAPR range ,
336 m = m + 1 ;
337 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s %. 6 f %s %. 6 f %s \n ’ , ’ ( ’ , n , ’ , ’ , counter (m, 3 ) , ’ ) ’ ) ;
338 end




343 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ \ addplot [ c o l o r=black ] ’ ) ;
127
344 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ c oo rd ina t e s { ’ ) ;
345 m = 0 ;
346 for n = PAPR range ,
347 m = m + 1 ;
348 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s %. 6 f %s %. 6 f %s \n ’ , ’ ( ’ , n , ’ , ’ , counter (m, 4 ) , ’ ) ’ ) ;
349 end
350 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ } ; ’ ) ;
351 //−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
352 //−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
353 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ \ addplot [ c o l o r=black ] ’ ) ;
354 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ c oo rd ina t e s { ’ ) ;
355 m = 0 ;
356 for n = PAPR range ,
357 m = m + 1 ;
358 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s %. 6 f %s %. 6 f %s \n ’ , ’ ( ’ , n , ’ , ’ , counter (m, 5 ) , ’ ) ’ ) ;
359 end
360 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ } ; ’ ) ;
361 //−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
362 //−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
363 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ \ addplot [ c o l o r=black ] ’ ) ;
364 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ c oo rd ina t e s { ’ ) ;
365 m = 0 ;
366 for n = PAPR range ,
367 m = m + 1 ;
368 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s %. 6 f %s %. 6 f %s \n ’ , ’ ( ’ , n , ’ , ’ , counter (m, 6 ) , ’ ) ’ ) ;
369 end
370 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ } ; ’ ) ;
371 //−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
372 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ \end{ s emi l ogyax i s } ’ ) ;
373 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ \end{ t i k z p i c t u r e } ’ ) ;
374 //−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
375 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ \end{ cente r } ’ ) ;
376 mfprintf ( fd , ’%s \n ’ , ’ \end{document} ’ ) ;
377 mclose ( fd ) ;
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